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GREAT CRISIS

Captain Murry of Battery B Juchitca Tribesmen Took Governor McDonald Signed Sundry Appropriations Bill Santiago de Cuba Chamber House Helps to Carry Out Senator Burton Declared at
Didn't Inspire Attack on
the Measure on Saturday
Revenge For Executions
of Commerce To ReReported With Reductions
Pledges of Republican
Opening of Ohio Repubi-caYears
General!
Afternoon.
Ago
Adjutant
Thirty
to House
Intervention
State
Platform
quest
Convention
LIFE

'PRISONERJIES

AT

Five Recruits for Institution
rived From San Miguel
County Yesterday

PEN FOREIGNERS LEAVE CHIHUAHUA CREDIT

IS DUE SPEAKER

SENATE RESTORED

BACA

BATTLESHEP; REPORTS .WERE EXAGGERATED

BOUNDARY QUESTION

TO FORE SPOKE ON HIGH COST CF

Rebels Gather Ammunition and Heavy Burden Lifted From Tax Were Striken Out in House of
Damage in Sacking of Lamaya Dona Ana County Boosters Get Other Causes Than Payne-AidBattle Is Expected at
Said Will Not to Exceed Few
Payers of Santa Fe
Six Measures That They
Representatives From Naval
rich Law Is Held Responsible
Bachime
County.
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Fritz Brandt of San Juan county (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
San Francisco, Calif., June 3. Amwas arrested tor cattle stealing on a
warrant issued out of the district bushed by Juchiteca Indians 600 Mexican troops were massacred in the city
court.
of Juchitan a month ago, according to
State Treasurer's Report.
The report of State Treasurer 0. X. Willis S. Hunt, a refugee who arrived
Marron published on another page, is here on the transport Buford. With
of more than ordinary interest "at machetes concealed in their garments,
land shielding native warriors, th-- j
this time.
women of the Juchiteca tribe welcomA Correction.
ed the Mexican troops and assisted in
Through a misunderstanding the their
slaughter. The massacre was
New Mexican on Saturday stated that
part of a retaliatory move to avenge
Guilfoil's
Deputy Traveling Auditor
the death of tribesmen
thirty
resignation had been "accepted" on years ago at the instancenearly
of President
12
and had been given for politic- Diaz.
May
al reasons. The resignation had been
Not One Escaped.
"received" May 12, and there is no
Juchitan can only
be entered
for
was
that
it
for
authority
stating
through a narrow pass. With colors
reasons.
"political"
flying and the regimental band playTreasurer's Receipts.
ing, the Mexican troops marched into
The following sums of money were the city. Not one escaped. Amerireceived in the office of 0. N. Marron, cans watched the pass for
days, but no
state treasurer this morning:
J. B. stragglers appeared.
Juchitan is a
McManus, superintendent of the state city of about 40.000 inhabitants.
penitentiary, convicts' earnings, $502.-37- ;
Foreigners Leave Chihuahua.
insurance fund, $13; Eugenio RoChihuahua, Mex., June 3. Only 106
mero, treasurer of San Miguel county, foreigners out of a normal foreign
taxes, $6,674.35; C. D. Miller, state population of at least 2,000 reside in
engineer, hydrographic survey fund, Chihuahua today. Of the 1,000 Ameri$126.50; J. G. Kamuier, treasurer of cans who ordinarily live here, only 35
men and 12 women remain.
McKinley county, taxes, $5,010.30.
Chihuahua Residents Departing.
Oil Company Files Charter.
An official census shows that fears
The Pecos Valley Oil, and Gas Company of Phoenix, Arizona, this morn- of an attack by the advancing federing filed its charter with the state cor- als practically has depopulated the
poration commission. The company town. Thirty thousand persons inhabwill conduct its New Mexico office at it Chihuahua in time of peace but less
Artesia, Eddy county under the charge than 20,000 are here and the exodus
of G. D. Hunter, statutory agent. The daily is growing.
Attack Several Days Off.
concern is capitalized at $100,000;
of whiqh has been issued in stock.
Though an attack by the main fedIn its charter the incorporators de- eral column under General Huerta is
clare that the company was organized believed to be several days off, , the
to prospect for oil, gas and other min- possibility of a flank movement by
erals and to develop the same where General Villa and General Rabago who
deposits are found. The original sub- are reported coming from Parral,
scribers are J. C. Collins, J. H. McXeil southeast of Chihuahua with federal
and W. J. Ford, all of Harris county, cavalry has alarmed the population.
Battle at Bachima.
Texas.
Present plans of the rebel leaders
Supposed Charges Against Adjutant
call for a stand at Bachima, forty-siGeneral.
The reports in the . Albuquerq.'.e miles south of here, in the mountain
Journal which were copied with inter- passes along the Mexican Central railbelieved the government
lineations by the Hoswell Morning road. It is not
be able for some time
troops will
News and
which
made
serious tc
the burned bridges to
charges against Adjutant General transport their artillery and the rebels
Brooks were taken up by Govertheflull to get enough ammuninor W. C. McDonald and the head of through
tion in the rebel army not enough
the New Mexico national guard on at any time for an engagement, but
the return of the !atter from Califor- the rebel leaders claim they are getnia a week ago. As the story in the ting supplies rapidly and will be well
Roswell paper involved Battery B. of equipped when the fighting is resumthat city and indirectly the captain ed.
or the battery, M. T. Murray, that of- General Huerta's Advance Unopposed.
ficer was requested to forward an exTorreon, Mex., June 3. A clash
planation of the matter to the adju- growing out of jealousy between the
tant's office here.
regular troops and volurTrs'Viisltad
In answer to the communication of yesterday in the killing of two men
Adjutant General Brooks, Captain and the wounding of five. The demand
Murray said that he had no explana- of General Campa, the rebel comtion; that he had no information to mander, for the surrender of TJorreon
tender on the subject of the articles and Lerdo is looked upon as a bluff.
in the Morning News; that he did not The inhabitants exhibited indifferIfnow their author nor "anything about ence toward the threat. The usual
Sunday night concert was held. Gen
it."
''
wly and
While the letter is brief it Is to the eral Huerta is proceeding
no
with
resistance.
point and shows that the attacks on meeting
Rebels Claim Victory.
the adjutant general were not inWashington, D. C, June 3. The
spired by persons within the national Mexican
rebels have scored another
guard. The report that Captain Mursouth of Torreon. Reports to
ray had tendered his resignation to the victory
the state department today declared
governor was also denied and it seems
a hard fight, the insurrectos
that alleged charges against the adju- that afterSan
captured
Miguel del Mezquital,
tant general have not yet reached the
across the line from Durango.
office.
$51,-96-

0

As stated by the New Mexican on l By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) (By Special Leased Wire to Now Mexican)
The galleries again have visitors,
Havana, June 3 The government the House is once more crowded with
Saturday, the Baca Bond Biii has
was not in receipt ol' news from the spectators, and the
Senate.
law. Governor McDonald signpress table force
front today beyond tne report that the is doubled, all in
Met at noon.
ed the measure on Saturday and thus
anticipation of lively
Naval
S
affairs
damage done by the rebels in sacking sessions this week. However,
committee
the
helped to lift from the taxpayers of
and burning Lamaya had been exag- steam roller worked smoothly without
placed back in naval appropri- but
every county,
especially of Sauia
tion bill provision for two bat- gerated. The railroad station, a tem- trouble. The ways and means commitporary wooden building and a few tee kept the House waiting until 11.- re aca urant counties an enormous
tleships stricken out bv the
thatched houses, were burned, the loss 0 a. m., but considered every measure
House.
burden. To Speaker Baca the taxnot exceeding a few thousand dollars on the calendar, there
Senator
an
being thirty bills
Rayner,
offering
owe
a
payers
debt of gratitude they
It now is denied that General Mendieta in addition to the five Good Roads
amendment to pension appro- should never forget; to Charles A.
hours in measures. Of these thirty, eleven, injgave the rebels twenty-fou- r
priation bill to increase pen- which to surrender.
Spies? is due the credit of working
cluding the special order bills the
sion of wife, of Admiral Schley,
.1
Slight Foundation.
thiough the legal mazes involved in
drainage and artesian well acts were
paid high tribute to Schley and
The story of a government victory marked for passage.
. j
the proposition. W. D. Murray and
Five were desgave him credit for victory at
near Palma Soriano last Wednesday tined to be tabled while the others
ethe rs weie
Santiago.
when rebels were said to have been were passed over for the present.
Through Congress, through the conPassed bill for pension of
slain by artillery fire, now also proves
On motion of Llewellyn, the calei
stitutional convention, through the leg-- ,
$150 a month for Mrs. Schley.
have been false, it originated in dar was suspended by unanimous conisniture, Mr. Spiess had to make wav
jto
committee
Judiciary
reported
the fact that the mountain guns shell- - sent, and the Holt good roads bills 101
for the measure, had to explain its
in favor of incorporating Na- ed a position supposed to be
justice and its merits, had to overby
favorably
occupied to 164, were reported
tional Institute of Arts and Let- !by the rebels and where the govern Llewellyn, chairman of the steering
come prejudices and animosity. Finai-'.y- ,
ters and X'ational Academy of
in the legislature, Speaker Baca
jment troops later found traces of committee.
Arts and Letters.
blood.
took a vigorous part, introduced
House.
tbs
House.
Would Abrogate Unpopular Law.
The House concurred in the amendbill and pushed it through the com1
Met at
a. m. and consider- It
is
rumored a resolution will be ments of the Senate to House Bill No.
mittee and the House. Every properly
ed legislation on regular cal- presented in congress todav abrogat lol!. regarding liens for water rent, by
owner has an indirect mortgage liftendar.
ing the Mora law which prohibits the a vote of 44 to 0.
ed from his property through the passPassed bill to protect Amer- formation of political parties on racial
Senate Bill No. 1G4, providing for a
age of this act.
ican trade and shipping from
lines. Opposition is responsible
for state auto license of $10 a year on
Senate.
foreign shipping trust.
the present negro rebellion, according each automobile, except tourists who
The Senate knuckled right down to
Akin of New
to leaders.
Representative
are exempt for 60 days, passed 45 to 0.
business this afternoon.
The numerYork, asked investigation of
Senate Kill No. 162, authorizing
"Death to the Whites."
ous bills reported out of committee
law office of the postoffice de- Santiago, June 3. Many refugees counties to issue bonds for good roads
were at once taken up under suspenpartment.
from Lamaya, which was seized by the purposes, was passed 43 to 1.
sion of the rules and disposed of.
Tariff board eliminated
in
rebels on Wednesday,
Senate Hill No. 163. to create a
ate arriving
Senate Bill No. 171, by Walton, relahere. They report that upward of ;I0 state highways commission similarly
sundry civil appropriation bill.
tive to the qualification of voters, was
President Taft's traveling exnegroes entered shouting "death to constituted as the present good roads
passed. So was Senate Bill No. 1S4,
penses allowed; Panama canal Vthe whites."
the governor, land'
They pillaged and then! commission,
the Crampton primary election bill.
fortifications and public build- - V burned the stores.
commissioner and state engineer, who
Favorable reports were made on
ing appropriations cut.
shall appoint, county road boards of
Would Ask American Aid.
the following measures:
United States Attorney Wise V American
naval officers at Guantan-lam- three citizens to serve without comFrom the committee on judiciary on
of Xew York testified in the
visited Lamaya after the rebels pensation, was passed 45 to 0.
Senate Bill No. 180, to mark the
S Archbald hearing.
ihad- Withdrawn anri Tnarlj JIUVlU.IOl.U.I
Senate Bill No. 161, providing for
V,r.f,.rnl.
Senate
boundary between counties.
at the November elecot tne scenes of destruction.
sit-- ; the submission
The
Bill No. 191, the State Library Board
Restore Two Battleships.
uation appears increasingly grave and tion of a state bond issue not to exceed
Bill, which is identical with the bill
D.
3.
The much alarm is felt. Members of thni $500,000, for good roads, was passed
Washington,
C, June
introduced in the House by Chaves.
Senate committee on naval affairs to- chamber of commerce are
By the finance committee:
Senate
considering after amending so as to start the good
Bill No. 174, exempting new industries day restored the naval appropriation a proposition to cnll a meeting at, roads program a year sooner, the vote
bill provision
for two battleships, which a request for American inter- being 43 to 0.
from taxation; Senate Bill No. 172,
out
stricken
the House.
by
vention will be made. Looting and' The passage of each bill was folfor the public
providing revenues
lowed by applause from the good roads
Increased Number of Submarines.
burning near Santiago continues.
schools; House Bill Xo. 233, and SenIn addition to the,iil!eRbips the
boosters.
ate Bill No. 146, for the improvement
Improvement Reported.
.Senate committee provides for eight
Senate Bill No. 155, providing that
of the Rio Grande.
Washington. D. C, June 3. An im
boats instead ofjprovement in the conditions nmr nai. delinquent taxes be paid into the good
on railroads: submarine torpedo
By the committee
House Bill Xo. 22, limiting the con- lour voted by the House; retains theiqum, Cuba, is reported to the state de-- ! roads fund, was amended so that part
tinuous hours of service; House Bill House provision for six torpedo bonf partment today from the New York' may go into the school fund at the disdestroyers, two fuel ships, one to be headquarters of the Iron Company, cretion of the board of county commisXo. 44, prohibiting black listing.
built in a Pacific coast navy yard, a whose plant was threatened
By the committee on private and
by insur-- i sioners, and then passed 43 to 0.
to
tender
a
and
rectos.
submarine
a
destroyers
is
There
lack
of
Bill
Boundary Bill.
encourageSenate
municipal corporarations,
Senate Bill No. 66, by Holt, to proment, however, in reports from other
Xo. 57, while House Bill Xo. 104, de- tender.
National Council for Defenoe.
points. The consuls, while not report- - vide for the adjustment of the Texas-Nefining the powers of mayors was not
Mexico boundary, where the Rio
The committee struck out the House ing actual uprisings, indicate the ex-- !
favorably reported.
House Bill Xo. 149, in reference to eight hour restriction on government istence of unrest. Although the Cuban Grande has changed its course, indrainage, was referred to the commit- contract work; adopted an amendment government has reported a victory volving the stizeranity of 20,000 acres
tee on Judiciary, on recommendation of incorporating the Hobson plan foriover tne insurgent bands near El Co claimed by both Dona Ana county and
sta' department advices Is that Texas, was passed.
creation of a national council for
the committee on finance.
Clancy moved to amend that, the
The finance committse reported un- fense; and provided the grades of ad- the situation there is still threatening
for the comm- and it is expected the Paducah will "Governor direct the" attorney general
favorably Senate Bill No. 130 and miral and
House Bill No. 157, relating to ex- anders-in-chief
and second officers in carry out. her original orders and sail as he was opposed to deDriving the
command respectively in the Atlantic to Santiago, the nearest port to EI povernor of any power or prerogative.
emption,
Llewellyn opposed (he sentiment exThe committee on highways report-- , and Pacific fleets, while they hold Cobra.
ed a substitute for Senate Bills No.1 such commands. The committee fixed
pressed, but declared suit had to be
Demoralization in Santa Clara.
142, regarding the extension west of the term of enlisted men for the navy
Washington, D. C, June 3. Demor- brought in the name of the attorney
at four years, with provision for volun- - alization is extensive in Santa Clara general. However, the Clancy amendCamino del Real.
The Crampton Primary Bill was op-- tary extension of service, authorizes province, Cuba and white families are ment was adopted. The bill passed
posed by Barth. He said the Republi- the buying of war material, abroad in taking refuge in Cienfuegos according 44 to 0.
The House took a recess to 2 o'clock.
can party at Las Vegas had made, an emergency and provides for the mil- - to a telegram from American Consul
Among the bills slated for passage
wireless Baehr, to the state department today,
among other pledges, promises in fav- lion dollar
or of a Corrupt Practices Act, Good system which the House threw out.
jHe reported that negro insurgents are are the Coronado county bill, the do
Baca primary bill, the Baca election
Roads and Direct Primaries.
Two ol
making attacks near Cruces and
Sundry Appropriation Cut Down.
act, the mine inspectors measure, an
these promises had been kept, but SenI). C, June 3. Provi-- dad in the 8anie province. Large mi s
ate Bill Xo. 184, is not a direct pri- sion for President Taft's tariff board, bers of strange negroes appearing in aVt appropriating $15.00' for a wagon
mary act. but proIes for a primary was eliminated when the sundry civil the province are believed to be from bridge across the Rio Grande and the
Haiti and Jamaica.
election of delegates to county condrainage and artesian well bills.
appropriation bill was reported to the
ventions. He declared that the pres- House
Owing to the decision of General j
The annual appropriatoday.
ent law Is even better than this. Evans
tion of $25,000 for the president's Monteagudo to divide his army into'
said direct primaries are already in
expenses was allowed but companies of twenty and thirty men: GERMAN
vogue in Democratic counties and the traveling
was cut a lit- each to fight small bands of rebels in
the
total
appropriation
CHICAGO TO BE
of the proposed
measure He more
passage
a
wua ""'"try, it is difficult for
than
$109,000,000
making h
would compel those counties to reAmerican legation to obtain news
Panheavy reductions in provisions,
E
turn to the convention system.
E
ama Canal, public buildings and other ;"1 ",e l'era"ssaid he would support the bill
1
GROUND ii Hinkle
Asks Suspension of Constitution.
projects.
it were amended and the title be
Santiago, Cuba, June 3. General
Extravagance Charged.
changed to: "An Act to provide for the
commander-in-chie- f
Monteagudo,
of American
was
in
the
Squadron Greeted
Extravagance
of
Convention
charged
the
Boss
perpetuation
the Cuban army urged President Goof
Hosts
the
and
Panama
the
canal
Gather
building
to System. He seconded an amendment
Kaiser's Dreadnaughts
Republican
mez today by telegraph to suspend the
that any party be permitted to use committee allowed therefor on the constitutional
guarantees and to give
at Hampton Roads
Prepare for National
some other method. The amendment $28,780,000, a reduction from the
the military authorities a free hand in
of $16,780,000 and also made a
was tabled by strict party vote.
Convention
crushing the uprising. General. MonMabry 'declared that while the reduction of $193,050, in the appropria- teagudo, said it was
to
for
tion
fortifications.
Appropriations strike terror among the necessary be- EXCHANGED NATIONAL SALUTES
Crampton Corrupt Practices Act is a
negroes
for
cut
were
fine
from
public buildings
ARRIVE
POLITICAL
MANAGER
piece of legislation, the primary
fore the government could hope to rebill is not what he had hoped it would approximately $21,500,000 to $S,053,-517- . store
peace.
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j
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o

M

x

governor's

Served His Sentence.

Francisco Ulibarri, 75 years old, a
life prisoner in the state penitentiary
sentenced for murder from Mora county in 1897, died atlO o'clock yesterday
morning of old age. He will be buried
in the prison cemetery.
Prisoners Received at Penitentiary.
'Sheriff Ramon Gallegos and

Depu-

ties Felipe Lopez and J. B. Read arrived in the city yesterday afternoon
from Las Vegas with five prisoners for
the state penitentiary from San Miguel
ounty. The names of the recruits,
o
their sentences and offenses are:
Sev-erin-

j
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vice-admir-

j
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round-the-worl- d
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Dominguez, eighteen months to
2 years for horse
stealing; Robert
Miller, 1 year to fifteen months for
larceny from a dwelling; Harry Mc- Taft and Roosevelt Supporters
Coy, 1 year to fifteen months for larWill Fight for Contested
ceny from a dwelling; Rufino Garcia,
fifteen months to eighteen months for
Delegations.
assault with a deadly weapon; Floren-cito two (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Aragon, fifteen months
years for cattle stealing.
Chicago, 111., June 3. The vanguard
of the political hosts who; are to make
Supreme Court.
The state supreme court met this j Chicago their camping ground until
forenoon.
In case No. 1354, Charles the nomination of a Republican candiF. Fowler vs. The Continental Cas- - date for president arrived today and
ualty Co., motion for rehearing was hotel corridors and Repubiicaa nationoverruled.
al committee
headouarterj were
In case No. 1421, Gus Langenberg
thronged with the skirmish lines.
Hat Co., vs. Raton National Bank, a
Opened Taft Headquarters.
time was granted for additional asJoseph B. Kealing, of Indiani, opensignments of error.
ed the Taft headquarters in readiness
Case No. 1487, state, ex rel. Reed for the arrival
of Congressman WilHolloman vs. T. D. Ueb, an election
contest involving a district Judgeship liam B. McKinley, ue:ii of the. Taft
forces, who is expec'.c.l bel'ire night',
was argued.
McHarg Arrived.'
BUTTER FIRM AT TWENTY-FIVOrmsby McHarg, who Is to repreo
CENTS A POUND. sent the Roosevelt men in contests
arrived with a batch of triefs to' be
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) submitted to the committee." The
Elgin, 111., June 3. The quotation claim of R. B. Howell, elected Reprecommittee of the Elgin board' of sentative national committeeman from
trade today declared butter firm at
25 cents a pound.
(Continued on Page 8.)
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House Afternoon Session,
Pinht on President's
Tlie President's traveling expenses GRAND JURY INVESTIGATING
The House concurred In the Senate
JURY BRIBERY CHARGES.
amendments to House Bill No. 110, were allowed only after a fight, in
Demoa
which
number
of
sufficient
by Young, regarding the capping of
abandoned gas wells. It also concur-- , crats joined with the Republican mem- (By Spocial Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Los Angeles, Calif., June 3. The
red In the Senate amendments to bers to insure the appropriation recounty grand jury was called in speHouse Bills No. 188, by Baca, provid-- maining in the bill.
The committee allowed $4,000 for a cial session this morning to investigate
ing for the appointment of regents of
educational institutions; House Bill ' portrait of the President and voted further into the alleged bribery of
his "economy j McNamara Jurors. J. F. Seward, Wells
No. 168 by Burg, ceding to the United $75,000 to continue
States exclusive jurisdiction over fed-- ! board" which is inquiring into the bus-- ! Fargo agent at Venice, was the only
era building cites; House Bill NO. 185, iness methods of the government. It 'witness called. It was said that he
to appropriate $2,000; was asked to testify concerning Mr.
by Speaker Baca, for the protection of refused, however,
for continuance of the international Darrow's business with bis company.
No.
House
Bill
community acequias;
waterways commission.
107, by Campbell to provide for lieu
Lorimer Fight Tomorrow.
on livestock for use of stallions, etc.;
Washington, D. C, June 3. The
MEETING OF PROGRESSIVE
House Bill No. 183 by Gage, an act refight over Senator Lorimer's election
ROOSEVELT REPUBLICANS.
lating to irrigation districts.
will come up In the Senate tomorrow,
Senate Substitute for House Bill No, when Senator Kern, leading the forces
This evening at 7:30 o'clock
119, by Llewellyn, regarding the pro- which seek to unseat the Illinois Senat the capitol, a meeting o fthe
cedure in appelate cases, was re- ator will make the first seech in what
Progressive Roosevelt Repubferred to the steering commitee.
he promises to be a two weeks' delicans will be held. Among the
V:.With Llewellyn in the chair, the bate.
speakers will be Representative
:House took up the special order of
John Baron Burg and President
Forces Are Lining Up.
the calendar, the House Substitute for
The majority of the investigating
Jesus Romero of the ProgresHouse Bills Nos. 239 and 204, an act committee has
sive League will preside. The
that thei
reported
for the organization and operation of charge that Mr. Lorimer's election was
to attend
public is invited
the rally.
(Continued on Page Five.)
(Continued on Page Fire.)
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Returning Call of
Fleet to Keil to be Feted
and Dined

S.

-

(By Special Lenaed Wire to New Mexican
Fort Monroe, Va., June 3. Presi

dent Tau's official welcome of the
visiting German warships here today
began a round of festivities and official functions that will end only when
the squadron
for home,
the Kaiser's three big fighting machines that have come to the United
States to return the American fleet's
visit to Germany last year, came up to
Hampton Roads from Lynn Haven bay
early this morning, escorted by the
YVinslow's third
ships of
division of the Atlantic fleet. Both
squadrons roared out a twenty-ongun, national president's yacht salute
ax the Mayflower steamed
into the
Roads, with President Taft and the
German Ambassador
Count
Von
Bernstorff, aboard.
American Ships Greet Germans.
Only this morning the American
ships slipped their cables and headed
Rear-Admlr-

e

Continued on Page Fivs.)

(By SttTlal Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Columbus. Ohio, June 3. Special

tiains and traction cars early today be- jgan pouring delegates and politicians
into Columbus while delegates and officials already on the ground were
busy making the final preparations for
the opening of the Republican state
convention at 4 o'clock this afternoon
at Memorial hall. Numerous conferen
ces were in progress during the morning between the Taft and Rooesvtlt
managers and the various delegations.
Facing Greatest Crisis.
United States Senator Theodore
Burton of Ohio, delivering the keynote speech before the Republican
state convention, declared the country
was confronted with a crisis far surpassing any through which it has passed in tlie memory of the
present generation. He deplored the absence from
the polls of a great percentage of voters in recent state primaries.
Tariff Law Not Held Responsible.
He foreshadowed many of the tenets that will be laid down in the platform to be adopted at the coming
national Republican convention and reviewed the high cost of living, which
he traced to various causes and de
clared they were not attributable to
the present tariff law. Senator Burton
deplored the spectacle of a vote baref
ly
that of the total electorate
in recent primaries in Ohio and other
states. The absence of voluntary interest in the ballot box he characterized as alarming. The primary, he
said, seems an ideal system, but equally good results could be obtained if
the electors desired that representative men be chosen select the candidates.
Deplored Voters' Apathy.
Senator Burton predicted that no
radical changes looking toward civic
betterment would follow such reforms
as the primary, the initiative, the referendum and certainly not the recall,
"unless there be a widespread awakening which shall r.rouse the citizen to
a new and abiding sense of hisf responsibility to the state and to the
community."
Republican Party's Reward.
Passing by (he record of the Republican party's
earlier
achievements,
"the days of its unsuccessful struggle
under Fremont, and its matchless record under Lincoln, and his successors,"
Senator Burton traced the course of
events up to the present, campaign.
Party's Unequalled Record.
"The last four years of Republican
control of the nation," he said, "have
been marked with an unprecedented
amount of beneficent legislation.
Our
party organization has taken the lead
for now these fifty years and we can
congratulate ourselves upon a record
unequalled by any political organization, in the whole history of government."
Senator Bui ton urged monetary re.
forms, revision of the tariff, "in reliance upon accurate information and
not under the pressure of local or personal interests."
Protection Idea Defended.
"Tariff revision," he said, "will include the lowering of some duties, but
should at the same time afford adequate and permanent aid to American
industry. The Republican party has
been loyal to a policy based upon a
magnificent conception, namely, that
this country should be, as far as possible,
that with unlimited
resources' in field, the forest, and the
mine, a development shall be maintained, in which the prosperity and abundance of employment which comes from
(he workshop and the factory, shall bo
joined to prosperity on the farm.
Tariff Charges Should Be Gradual.
"Even if existing tariff schedules
are high, we have adjusted ourselves
for many years to the present protective tariff system. Any immediate or
serious change will cause a wrench
which will Involve our whole business
structure in widespread disaster. In
this connection let me say that any
anticipation of material decrease i:i
prices to the consumer under tariff reductions is sure to prove delusive.
Transfer of the seat of manufacturing
any product from our own country to
foreign countries would, in view of
the great extent of our markets, cause
a material rise abroad as well as at
home."
Absolves
Law.
Mr. Burton reviewed the present
high cost of living as a cause of prevalent discontent and exonerated
the
tariff law from responsibility, "the future," he said, "will
marvel at the inaccurate thinking or
demagogical appeals which have fostered the Idea that the present scale
of prices results from the tariff legislation of this or any other administration. We are witnessing an upward
movement in prices which is worldone-hal-

t,

Payne-Aldric-

Payne-Aldric-

h

h

wide.

Consumers Increasing.
"People demand a large abundance
of the conveniences of life and a
greater share of its luxuries. Farming population has barely held its own,
while the Cities of our own commonwealth and throughout
the country

(Contlnue4 on Page Seven.)
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The Little Store
Again Reminds You of the Superior

the

Quality and Large Variety of

" Soltaire " Goods.

Always the Leader

IN

K

MONDAY,

at' El Pa
and dropped dead. Her husband, u.
Many Santa Fe Readers Have Heard with ptomaine poisoning, was in bed
It and Profited Thereby.
j in an adjoining room.
Get.
lly means helping an entire family.
"Good news travels fast," and the
Her uack aches so she can hardly drag
thousands of bad fcocK sufferers in
Died of His Wounds.
around. Her nerves are on edge and she
Santa Fe are glad to learn that
Engineer "Red" Simmons of the is nearly wild. Headache and Sleeplessprompt relief is within their reach. Last Chance mine at Mogollon,
ness unfit her for the care of her family.
a lame, weak and aching bacR corro county, succumbed to the wound
Rheumatic Pains and Lumbago rack her
Is bad no more, thanks fo Doan's inflicted by former Mounted Policeman
body. But, let her take
Our citizens are tell- - Cipriano Baca, the tamp constable,
Kidney Pills.
has
who
for
to
safe
news
of
been
the
Socorro
taken
their
experience
good
Ing
with the Old Quaker Remedy. Here keeping and who pleads
is an example worth reading:
Will Represent New Mexico.
Miss Adela Arias, 106 Griffin St.,
and all these ailments
Santa Fe, N. Mex., says: "The splen- - Attorney Samuel Bushman of
will disappear. She will
results I obtained from the use hip, appointed by Governor Mills, as
soon recover her strength
of Doan's Kidney Pills several years one of a commission to arrange for the
and healthy activity for
of
ago has been permanent and for that celebration of the
Foley Kidney Pills are
reason, my confidence in them has the battle of Gettysburg next year,
increased.
I suffered from a dull, has gone to Washington to attend a healing, curative, strengthening and tonic,
i medicine for all Kidney, Bladder and
levy ache in the small of my back meeting of the commission.
Trinary Diseases that always cures.
to
headaches and
and was subject
For sale by ell druggists.
I always felt tired, had
First Murder for June,
dizzy spells.
la- An unknown
no ambition and was In poor health
when I procured Doan's Kidney Pills, borer was shot and killed at a grading
point in the coal shares, Union PacifIt did not take them long to cure camp near Chaves, Valencia county, ic, Canadian Pacific, Can and the
to
I
Sheriff
have
Roberts of McKinley county
this,
me, and from that day
Coppers.
willingly confirmed the public state-- aad a justice of the peace went to the
The Amalgamated Company issued
A man named
ment I gave in January, 1907, tell- - camp to investigate.
its annual report, showing earnings
ing of my experience with Doan's George Orr is accused of having done
slightly in excess of the preceeding
the shooting.
Kidney Pills."
year, with a large gain in surplus.
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
American Tobacco was the feature of
Had the Goods on Them.
centa Fostea-MllburCo., Buffalo,
Victor Moss and Shirley
Lauver the high priced specialties, gaining
New York, sole agents for the United
were fined $10 and costs at Naravisa, more than fourteen points on rumors
States.
Remember the name Doan's and Quay county, breaking into the house of an impending dividend.
of H. B. Hampton and stealing $50
take no other.
Bonds were steady. Coal stocks
worth of goods. They returned most
after noon which influence lead
of the goods. Bernard Ford, aged 11 to
THE COMING CHILD.
realizing in some of the strong speyears, was also fined for stealing.
(From Judge.)
cialties.
The market closed steady.
A mother sews for her coming child
Final dealings brought no
change
Killed
By Lightning.
Shapes tiny and soft and undefiled,
from the stagnant conditions of the
With many a stitch of love and care,
George C. Bruce, a homesteader near
mild presWith many a dream of all things fair, Obar, Quay county, was kiLled by a early afternoon, except for
sure on the coalers and a further rise
stroke of lightning.
She sews his covering to prepare.
in specialties.
The world is making his garments,
Big Cattle Shipment.
too;
The Hachita Cattle Company which TWO REPUBLICAN CONVENTIONS IN SAME HALL.
Has fashioned the same the ages has moved from Grant to Lincoln
through.
j county, last week shipped 1300 head of
With many a stitch of law and greed, , cattle from Carrizozo. The company (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
With many a thread of sin and need, ranges on the west side of the Mai
Tucson, Ariz., June 3. Taft and
It makes him an early shroud, indeed. Pais using the old Nabours tank and Roosevelt delegations held conventions
in the same hall today and each electMoonshine water.
The world is strong in the ballot's
ed six delegates to tue cnicago convention.
might;
Many Tramps at Las Vegas.
Unarmed the mother to wage a fight.
If nothing else, the prizefight adDeveloped Uproar.
Mere hope is futile and trusting vain,
An uproar developed
given Las Vegas is brining
immediately
For not till she helps to rule and reign vertising
hordes of tramps, and every day, ten after J. L. Hubbell, chairman of the
Shall ever the babe his own attain.
to fifteen are ordered out of town. state central committee, ha.1, calle
McLandburgh Wilson.
Theodore O'Connor, who said he ex- the gathering a ore'er and J. J.
,
at the
pected to get employment
a Taft man, was chosoa temporarena, was arrested for drunkenness ary chairman.
Joseph H. Kibbey,
and was escorted out of the city. On former territorial governor of
AROUND THE STATE
Arizona,
Officer protested against the methods of the
Sunday, Santa Fe Special
Wells ordered fourteen tramps out. central committee, in
the
making
of town, and Policeman Henry Sena temporary roll and the Roosevelt men
Business Deal at Belen.
Mandell Brothers at Belen have and Policeman He.nrv S Senn nrdnrpil at this juncture escorted Thomas Mol-ic"(.ought the store of Adolphe Didier. j another fourteen to move on. James
of Yuma, to the platform, and in
Smith was given forty days for car- stalled him as chairman of a separate
rying a concealed weapon, but as the convention.
Gailey Got Too Gay.
'
Joseph Gailey was arrested at Raton jail was full he was permitted to
Two Chairmen.
for rai attempt to hold up Junu Agui-la- r leave town.
The Roosevelters rushed to the
with a revolver.
stage and Reddick, a chairman, of the
THREE IMPORTANT DEregular Taft convention, and Mollo,
Flood Weakens Bridges.
CISIONS BY COLORADO COURT. as chairman of the Roosevelt gatherThe bridge over the Rio Grande "at
ing, matched voices and wits in an
Hain has been damaged by high wa- Wechter Must Hang for Killing of W. effort to be heard above the din. Redter and the bridge at Mesquite, Dona
C, Burrowes in a Denver Cafe
dick named a credentials committee
Ana county, has been washed away.
Last Year.
with only Taft delegates. Ignoring
this, the contesting Roosevelt men
( By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican )
Ranch House Burns to Ground.
rushed throng htheir business of namDenver, Colo., June 3. Three im- ing six
The ranch house of James Wildelegates to the Chicago nawere
decisions
down
handed
occuportant
liams, near Endee, Qiay county,
tion convention.
pied by the Hittson brothers was by the state supreme court today. By
Select Contesting Delegation.
burned to the ground. Nothing in the the court's action, the public utilities
The Taft forces then proceeded to
is
must
suit
Wechter
Iouis
dropped,
building could be saved.
name their delegates.
The Roosehang for the killing of W. Clifford Burvelters named Thomas Molloy, Ben
rowes
the
and
attorney general may
Found Dead in Bed.
Daniels, Pima county; Dwight B.
Emanuel Seithern, an old time pronounce former penitentiary officers
Heard, of Maricopa; John Redmond,
for
from
funds.
state
alleged
grafting
in
tent
dead
was
found
his
freighter,
oi Pinal, E. S. C!ark of Yavapai, J. C.
Suit
of
south
house near Bremen's mill,
Dropped.
Upon a stipulation filed by mem- Greenway of Cochise.
Silver City.
The Taft forces selected James T.
bers of the Public Utilities Commission and the new city treasurer, and Williams, Jr., of Tucson; J. L. Hub-beFather and Sons Arrested.
of Apache, R. E. Morrison of
Sheriff Hixenbaugh of Raton has auditor, the public utilities suit was
Dr. F. T. Wright of Cochise; D.
was
The
suit
last
dropped.
two
brought
arrested Samuel Roibal and his
sons, Federico and Braulio, on the year by members of the commission H. Freudenthal, of Graham; J. C.
charge of the larceny of six head of against City Treasurer L. C. Greenlee, Adams, of Maricopa, Ralp"B Cameron,
and Auditor A. K. Vickery, who re- former delegate in Congress from the
cattle.
fused salaries to the commissioners on territory, was named national
the ground that the commission was ilKilled Three Mountain Lions.
by the Taft conveniion.
Mrs. G. J. Helton
killed three legal.
Louis Wechter Must Die.
mountain lions at the Helton goat
Louis Wechter was denied a
camp on the Animas in Sierra county.
in his case. Last month the suOne of the lions had been treed by-DISCHARGES;
preme court denied his application for
camp dog.
BELIEVED IN
a rehearing and the week beginning
August 25 was fixed as the time for
Rifled Saloon Cash Drawer.
HOURS
The cash drawer of the Charles Mey- his execution. Wechter was sentenced
CanEach
er saloon at Hillsboro was rifled but to death for the killing of W. C. Burmile bears (M1DY)
unon word being sent Jacobo Laycock rowes, in a local cafe on the evening
the
to return the money, a friend of the of February 11, 1911.
Beware of counterfeit
Lower Court Decision Reversed.
ALL DRUGGISTS
latter, made the refund.
In the
penitentiary graft
cases, the supreme court reversed the
Editorial Change.
decision of the district court of FreGeorge W. Baker, former member
of the legislature, has disposed
of mont county, which held that the state NEW STATE BAGGAGE AND
his interest in the Clayton Citizen could not prosecute John Cleghorn,
of the penitentiary, and D. E.
to Charles H. Lawrence and F. C.
EXPRESS LINE.
Gibson, a Canon City lumberman in
Field, the present editor.
connection with alleged irregularities
Red 161.
at the state penitentiary.
Prehistoric Village.
Leave Orders at Butt Bros. Drug Store
Joseph Grafenried in digging for a STOCK MARKET
DEALINGS
well near Yeso, Chaves county, struck
WERE UNSTEADY TODAY.
wa'er at 63 feet and at the same time
uncovered a prehistoric Indian village
Mild Pressure On Coalers and Slight
and quite a number of relics.
s
Rise in Specialties Only
of
Afternoon
Session.
Cloudcroft Casino Burned.
The casino at Cloudcroft,
Otero
county, was destroyed by flames, the (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
New York, N. Y., June 3. Little of
loss being $4,000. R. Burt Orndorff of
El Paso had leased the place from the interest occired in tne eany part of
today's stock market. The movement
El Paso & Southwestern railroad.
was unsteady, with fluctuations of a
Australian Jailed for Theft.
DEAFNESS CANNOT BE CURED
Joseph Yake, an Australian, who
lias taken up a homestead near Day- by local applications, as they cannot
ton, Eddy county, was given sixty reach the diseased portion of the ear.
days in jail for takin ga cot and oth- There is only one way to cure deafer things from an abandoned home- ness, and that is by constitutional
remedies.
Deafness is caused by an
stead shack.
inflamed condition of the mucous linwork.
Artesia Postoffice Advances.
ing of the Eustachian Tube. When
From July 1, the post office at Ar- this tube is inflamed you have a rumtesia will be in the second class, and bling sound or imperfect hearing, and
Postmaster Newkirk besides receiv- when it is entirely closed, deafness
ing an advance in salary from $1,800 is the result, and un'ess the inflamMade
tc $2,000 a year, will receive a con- mation can be taken out and this tube
to
hearnormal
for
restored
its
siderable Increase
clerk hire.
condition,
ing will be destroyed forever; nina
cases out of ten are caused by catarrh
Young Man Killed by Lightning.
Thirty years' of experience in
George Hinslett, aged 18 years which is nothing but an inflamed contailoring: in seme of the largest
working on the W. A. Merrill ranch dition of the mucous surfaces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars
near Colfax, Colfax county, was killcities in Europe and America.
ed by a stroke of lightning.
Two for any case of Deafness, caused by
other cowboys near him were injured. catarrh, that cannot be cured by
101 Washington Avenue.
Hall's Catarrh Care. Send for circuHis parents live at Koehler.
lars, free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
Woman Commits Sulcids.
Phone Black 223.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Shortly after singing: "There's no
friend like the lowly Jesus," Mrs. ElTake HaM's Family Pills for consti
Qoods Called for and Delivered.
len Alma Traylor, aged 24 years, shot pation.
GOOD

NEWS.

j

herself through the head
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;ing a Woman

y

Foley
Kidney Pills

Gal-di-

d

'

Spanish-America-

Southern Corner Plaza,
WITH

ALL

CASH

Santa Fe. Telephone
WE

PURCHASES.

GIVE

No. 40.

TICKETS

REGISTER

AND RETAIL

WHOLESALE

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL
ALFaLFa SEED.

FOOD.

STOCK

All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and packages

The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
Phone Black

Phone Black

LEO HERSCH

45
lola

45

PORTLAND CEMENT

El Toro

ST

&

J. CRICHTON
Lumber and Coal Yard
R.

ford JJJ liickox Street, Near Union Depot.

Phone, Red

100

Phone, Red

100

100

Wells Fargo & Co. Express
General Express Forwarders
TO

Parts of the World.

All

IMflNCV and ,nconvenience by Purchasing Wells
CAVP
V C IHUilC I
jA
Fargo Domestic Money Orders, Travel-

er's Checks and Foreign Money Orders.
II

Payable
Throughout

AMAfU
fvnnnin,

C

w

and All Foreirn
Countries

SENT BY TELEURAPH

RRMITTANCES

VV. C. LONG,

MFYIM

mtwiivv

Santa Fe, N. M.

Agt.,

Phone

r

THE STAR BARN
Successor to

Also

First-Clas- s

Phone Main

139

LIVERY CO.,

LIVERY

S

RIGS.

Hacks, Busses and Baggage Wagons

J. R. CREATH,

310

San Fradsco St.

SANTA FE, N. M.

j

CHAS. QANN, Prop.
Telephone II.

Prom

BARRANCA TO TAOSJ
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.

Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
the north bound train and arrives at
Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than any other
Good covereo hacks and good
way.
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teami
Noodle
Order ;0c a dUn,
French
furnished com mere si men to take Ir
Kew York Chop Suey 60c. the
surrounding ons. Wire E'.nbudr
Two Doorg Below F. Andrews Store.
Regular Meals 25 cents.
Rooms for Pent 25c and 50c.
Short Orders at All Hours.

Station

Rooms With Bath,

comit-teema-

:

:

Patronize home industry.

Leave orders

at

KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.

THE SANTA FE MINERAL

WATER CO.

FRANK M.J0NESnSlBa2B6kBldg'
LIFE, ACCIDENT, HEALTH, FIRE INSURANCE,
AND FIDELITY BONDS. Writes all the Modern
Policies at Lowest Rates.

REAL ESTATE
For Sale, Improved and Unimproved City Property and Orchards- Ranches With and Without Improvements.
Or. Phone No. ed 76
For Full Information Call,

SPECIAL EXCURSION
TO POINTS

THE ALBANY HOTEL
This is something new for a Denver Hotel.
Larger rooms with bath, $2.50 and $3.00 per
day. Try one of these moderate priced rooms
with bath, and you will be pleased. New Fire
Proof Annex, every room with bath.

1st, 1912.

LOS ANGELES,

SAN FRANCISCO,

SAN DIEGO,

OAKLAND,

$40.55

$50.55

Will clean, press, repair
or alter Ladies' and
Gents' Garments at

reasonable prices and
will guarantee his
Orders taken for Ladies'

and

Gents' Custom

Suits, Overcoats,
Skirts or Riding Suits.

PORTLAND

one way via

or SEATTLE,

$67.50

12, 13, 14, 15, 16,17, 18, 19, 20.
Auf. 29, 20, 31 ; Sept. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6.

:

Return limit Aug.
Return limit Oct.

12, 1912

31, 1912.

LIBERAL STOP-OVE- R
PRIVILEGES
VISIT THE GRAND CANYON OF ARIZONA

n

Pullman

-- ad

Tourist Sleepers and Free Chair Cars
on all Santa Fe Trains.

For Summer Tourist Rates to Other Points Apply to Any Santa Fe Agent.

SANTA FE ALL THE WAY.
SANTA FE, N. M.

Cycle
Pope Motor
Power

H. S. LUTZ, Agent.

S. C. Buff

4 Horse

A

PRICE, $165.00
With Imported Magneto.

Motorcycle without a doubt with trouble
left at the factory

Phone

JULIUS MURALTER

IN

SAN FRANCISCO

DATES OF SALE

June

24

Feat-ture-

FARES

CALIFORNIA, OREGON,
WASHINGTON.

URINARY

The Tailor

.... $1.50 and $2.00 Per Day

To Be Completed July

WHEN YOU CAN GET THE

Delivered to your house.

j

nameV:

WOOBTS HACK LINE
La Salle Restaurant

:

,

'

OPEN DAY AND NIGHT

Phone 14

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
All Kinds of Soda,
Special High Ball Ginger Ale

l,

FIRST-CLAS-

It

If Its Hardware We Have

14.

Why Import Mineral Water ?

Yav-aipa-

MORGAN

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

Red-dick-

Screen Doors, Red and White Cedar Fence Posts
Phone, Red

IF YOU WILL "TACKLE" OUR FISHING TACKLE YOU'LL LAND
ANY FISH THAT TACKLES YOUR BAIT. OUR LINES ARE NEW
AND FRESH AND STRONG; OUR REELS ARE NOT RUSTY.
WHENEVER THE THOUGHT OF HARDWARE ENTERS YOUR
MIND, ALSO LET IN THE THOUGHT THAT OUR STORE IS THE
PLACE TO BUY RELIABLE HARDWARE.

I

of Building Materials.

All Kinds

n

Orpingtons

Eggs for Hatching.

$1.50

13

Eggs

CHAS. A. WHEELON,
Phone Red 204.
LIGHT. SILENT AND RELIABLE.

PASH

BROS..

Agts., Santa Fe.

Society Stationery The New Mexe
can Printing Company have on hand
and can make up promptly the latest
forms In society stationery. The new
size correspondence cards, etc. Orem
ders taken for engraved and
bossed work. Several lines to make
your selection from.
FOR SALE A lot ot second hand
belting, hangers, pulleys, and shafting; one 12 horse power and one 22
horse power Leffel Engine, Jrst clae
condition; one 40 horse power locomotive type boiler capable of carrying
75 pounds ot steam, pasvxl upon
by
Boiler Inspector; radiators, steam
piping and valves; a f,0 gallon gasoline tank, with other sundry Items.
Any of these Items will be sold cheap
if taken at once. If inteisteil. address the New Meyici'i Printing Con
pany, Santa Fe. New Mexico
Let Him Know It If you are out of
a position, you must let the employer
know it. A want advertisement in the
ness and professional man In the city
and county and a great many in the
state. If you have any special talent, do not hide it under a bushel.

New Mexican
bring results.

315 Palace Ave
"want

ads.

always

Engraved calling cards in the latest forms and styles can be secured
promptly at the New Mexican Printing Company. Let us have your plate.

You will always know where to find
place your order with the New Mexican Printing Company. No order
too small or too large to receive

promtpt attention.

J. F. RHOADS
UPHOLSTERING

and repairing of your
FURNITURE

It costs but little to renew your
Furniture. See RHOADS and
let him show you what he can do.

104Galisteo Street
Telephone

157 W.

::

SANTA

FE.N. M

If you use embossed stationery, you
can do no better than placing your or
der with the New Mexican Printing
prices will be quoted upon request.
Our styles and fonns are strictly opto data.
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MONDAY,

A WOMAN'S WISDOM.

CfUWPIQN CORRUPT SANTA FE

The worried mother wakes up to hear her baby's heavy ferenlY( a littta
.' for the
cough perhaps the croup or whooping cough. She does not wart to
doctor when perhaps the trouble does not amount to much. Finally she thinks of
that medical book her father gave her. The Common Sense Medical Adviser, by
It. V. Pierce, M. D. She says " jus.t the thing to find out what is the matter with
the little dear." Two million households in this country own one and it's to
1,0K) pages in splendid cloth binding.
A gooJ
be had for only 31c. in
family adviser in any emergency. It is for either sex. This is what many womeii
"
write Dr. Pierce in respect to his Favorite Prescription," a remedy which has
mde thousands of melancholy and miserable women cheerful and huppy, by curing
the painful womanly diseases which undermine a woman's health and strength.
is to writs a Iw linp-- i to Int. ymii know whnf.
"My
writes Mils.
your rulunhlp nindidne has dime fur
ZrEUKHT. or 31 S.
Makgaiikt
Snwt. Baltimore,
Md. " Hi'forw the storck c;i me to our house I was a very sick
woman. I wrote, you for advice which wa? kimilv ft! veil and
whirh made me a different, woman in a short time. After
taking the fir- bottle of Favorite Prescription' I began
so that I hardly knew I was in such a condition.
improvine
T
Vi, ...... ........It
u:
i :
wii'
..lri,.r
and
the worst, of all nursed three c.hiHren who had
fN sewing,
1
Knew
hanllr
of
ten
the
minutes
advent
cough.
wtioopitig
before so easy was it. The hahv is as fat as a hutter-lmlDr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription is the best medicine for
any woman to tnko when iu this condition. 1 racouinieBd it
Mbs. Zubebt and Babe, to all my friends."

PRAGTIGES ACT

ON

cars in lftlo en route for the great expositions at San Diego and San Fran-

AGAIN

IHE

cisco. Our expenses so far have avermonaged $50 a day and the amount of
Mexico
New
in
be
will
that
spent
ey
by these ptople can easily be calculated."
Then the automobile editor gave his
idea of a properly marked highway,
saying, in parenthesis, that his car lost,
the road ten miles ttiis slue of Albuquerque for lack of proper guide posts.
The marking of highways idea was
the burden of his remarks before
solons. He proposed to (io
nate the ocean to ocean highway steei
guide boards that would cover what ho
terms the Santa Fe section of the great
highway between here and Albuquer
que.
The remarks of Speaker Baca, W.
II. H. Llewellyn, John Baron Burg and
James W. Chaves as well as of the oth
er speakers, were greeted wilk enthus-- i
iasm on Saturday evening, although
the audience was much slimmer than
Baca
it should have been. Speaker
remarked pointedly that no matter
how attractive New Mexico may be, it.
tom.ists 8trihe bad roads they wiU for
get a the gIories and daml, the
tolmtrv Burg tol(1 of the good roads!
h(? had tl.aveled over in even 011t of1
thfi way ,)laces of KuroIP and of the
great highwavs ,hal had been inliit by
the Romans as we)1 as liy the prehisof America. Llewellyn
,()1.ic peopie
declared highways the greatest assets!
0f New Mexico and Chaves like the1
other legislators pledged themselves
to vote for the good roads legislation
pending in the House. F. E. lister ex- and
plained the pending legislation
others among the visitors made stir
ring addresses.
0tners wll0 lliade forceful addresses'
were State Engineer Charles D. Mil- ler, Dell oPtter and Smith of Los An- geles; M. B. Thompson, J. II. Paxlon
Mayor D. K. B. Sellers, and Sat Hey.

IP

s

Republicans as Well as Dem- Ocean to Ocean Highway as
ocrats Are Pleased
Important as Was Old
With It
Trail Years Ago

ni"

PASSED SENATE

ON SATURDAY GOOD

ROADS MEETING

HELD

-t

Another Steering Committee to Enthusiastic Speeches by Visitors
Be Named in Day
as Well as

-

or Two.

l.

Hlf

iiwir

k.

Mrv

fringe:? atnlf

t

1

The passage of the Crampton Corrupt Practices Act on Saturday afternoon in the Senate marks another
step into carrying into effect the ReThe
publican legislative
program.
Democrats enthusiastically supported
the measure and it passed twenty-threto one, only Gallegos
voting
against it. Mabry sought to amend
it so as to prohibit the taking of any
one to the polls in vehicles except
those physically unable to go. This
attempt failed, bit both Mabry and
Barth expressed
themselves pleased
with the bill.
House Bill No. ir4 by Campbell, giving lien on animals for use of stallions, etc., was passed ?4 to 0.

p

iuiinu J
T

W

1

TV T

IV T

Grant County.
ing for new ones, which will be in
were commission in a few days. A gold
cars of ore
shipped from Lordsburg last week. ore reserve at the mill will likely
fhe
L. P. Deming of Red Rock has leased prevent any shut down before
to Peterson & Esplin the Aztec. A ore teams are again at work. In
last
of men has been put to work cess of 1200 tons were milled
and is taking out ore. H. H. Sholly j week at the Socorro mines. During
has bonded and leased the Rattler the week 30 feet of development was
group in the Virginia district to Volk, done in the mine. The mill treated H20
Banks & Co., of Bisbee, Arizona. tons of ore, producing eighteen sacks
"Work is to be begun without delay. of concentrates. The two clean-up- s
J. T. O'Hara has taken an interest for the first twenty days of May
with B. B. Ownby in the Standard yielded 21,724 Troy ounces gold and
silver on the Ernestine, and 22,550
group at Gold Hill.
pounds of high grade concentrates.
Sierra County.
This is the best twenty days record
The Templar Mining Company has of the company thus tar. The past
resumed operations on the North Per-ch- week's ore treatment was t98 tons.
J. B. Tully has located for a Cali-- j The Pacific and Johnson mines shipfornia company 1500 acres at the Plac- - ped thirty tons to the Deadwood mill
ers near Hillsboro. The same ground from twenty-on- e
feet of development
had been located seventeen years
the week.
during
A
Oro
del
Mesa
company.
ago by the
Lincoln County.
sampling crew has been selected and
Jose Montoya and John Sproles are
,
r we samples prove sat.a.w. , u,.-- guicing in Ancho pllch with goo(1 r.
ing machinery will be installed and guUg A N, pri(.e ,s a( iJi(.ariIIa from
later a dredger. Work on the Ready j wmte 0aks looking after the Gold
Pay is to be resumed in the near fu- j staiu A party of
Allgeles engin-ture- .
On the Wicks drifting con-ia 00iine over the Jicarilla dis- tinues and the face of the 370 foot trict.
level is now about 75 feet from
McKinley County.
A Navajo Indian who is well known
the o'd shaft. The level that is now
being driven will land about 100 feet- Ir. this locality, came through Cold
below the old workings and it is in- Springs recently and had with him pe- tended to tap these and put them in cimens of seemingly rich gold ore,
There is which he claims from the oldest dig- shape for mining again.
now blocked out in the mine a large gings known as "Adams' Lost Mine
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STAND BY

JointResolution
4-11- 44

Just enough time left
to have the Capital

-

buquerque.
The Times car left the city yester-day morning over the old Santa Fetrail which they will keep until reaching Kansas City. A number of SanU
Fe cars escorted the party as far as
Glorieta. Saturday evening, the repre- sentatives of the Times were official- ,
ly welcomed by the New Mexico leg-of
Hall
in
the
Representaislature
tives, Governor W. C. McDonald havaring formally received the party on
rival in the city at the executive

Tailors

:

:

:

The leasers are sinking a winze on
the Deep Down at Mogollon and have
been shipping fifteen tons of ore pet
day to the Deadwood mill taken out
The old ore bins of
in development.
Treasure Mining and Reduction
were destroyed by fire and
the entire mine crew was put to grad- -

j

boards of education
passed 21 to 2.
House Bill No. 1SS, defining the du
ties of the boards of regents for stau
educational institutions brought forth
an attack from Barth, who charged
that the bill intended to curtail the
Following an enthusiastic meeting of
powers of the governor. Walton quesot "inc. numuntw ,
tioned the constitutionality of the legislators and citisinna a division
AssociaARE SELECTED.
to
Ocean
Ocean
Highway
the
act. Ilfeid declared that the effect of
Fe with
the bill was just the opposite of what tion was organized fo' Santa
John R. McFie, president; C. D. Gr ater Number of Candidates Than
Barth declared it to be.
Holt said Judge
state engineer, secretary, am!
Miller,
Ever Before for the
thafTie had not heard of any attempt
H. Vaughn, treasurer.
J.
to curtail the powers of the governor
Philippines.
a
During the course of the meeting
except from tne gentleman from
themnumber of legislators pledged
county. The measure is an atWashington. June 3. The Bureau
selves to vote for the pending good
tempt to legislate for the good of muds legislation including the sub of Insular Affairs has just completed'
these institutions and that the govof a half a million dollar bond the selection of over qne hundred
ernor will approve the bill after it is mission
issue for good roads purposes to the American teachers for service in the
explained to him. Mabry said that I1Ponle
These
Islands.
young!
Philippine
he asked to have this bill submitted to
from the best
come
women
en
and
the
addressed
who
those
Among
the governor but that this was not
norma
and
over by A. B. Reno- - universities, colleges
done. Holt asked since when it is meeting presided
of Com- - schools in almost every section ot
Chamber
of
the
han
president
the custom, or the duty, of a legisla- mer'ce,
were Speaker K. L. Baca, Rep- - the United States and were selected ture to submit proposed legislation to
candiresentative John Baron Burg, Repre- - from a larger eligible list of
about four davs ride from here. 1 be the executive. Barth insisted that the sentative W. H. H. Llewellyn, and dates than ever before applied for
V.
Indian is not only confident that heul11 W01lId deprive the governor of Representative .lames
Chaves, positions with the Insular branch of
found the lost mine, but is willing ,ne l,ower t0 name new members of Governor W. C. McDonald sent greet- - the government service,
boards. The bill passed 16 to 8, Sul- e
to divulge the secret to an
More than eleven years of our ed- ings to the assembly.
friend Alienist Rnnaer n "ew Mevi- - zer voting with the seven Democrats.
Among those who welcomed the ucational experiment there has dem- The Iattel. has confl.
gan pion;er
House Bill No. 213 amending the Times party and escorted them to orstrated to those who have investidence in the Indian and the two are school laws, was laid on the table.
Santa Fe from Ia Bajada hill were: gated the subject that, as a noted ed-.now outntting for an expedition to the
B. McCormick, Thomas Doran. Doug- ,lcat01. 0n his return from the Orient
Senate Bill No. 107, to permit cor
.
reported gold strike, which if verified
to issue bonds for the con- las Walker, Judge John R. McFie, J. sajd .. the achievements of the
porations
v relieve many a burdened prospec-th- e
Towns-end- ,
P. Staab,
N.
W.
n
tne
Harris,
Qf
Philippines
of
struction
the
E(lllcution
irrigation works,
tor of the faint hope that he has
bonds to run a maximum of forty the Misses Church, John Baron Burg, make as bright and inspiring a chapcovered the coveted diggings. Gallup
ter of history as was ever written,"
years at not to exceed eight per cent, W. H. H. Llewellyn. S. M. S.Kaufman,
Independent.
G. Cart- Mrs. Samuel G. Cartwright,
was passed 24 to 0.
and that our Insular service offers
and Fritz Muller.
an excellent opportunity for honest.
House Bill No. 221, regarding com- wright
i ne nig oiaau
..."Cu
young
energeUc and wel educated
tile goods, however, are a trifle cheap- munity ditches was tabled.
in the river and remained there until men to render a most conspicuous
House Bill No. 1S:J, regarding the orer. The average increase
in food
the powerful Times car hitched on and
and for
products is nearly twenty per cent, ganization of irrigation districts, pass- pulled the machine from the mud hole. service for the government
themselves.
which means that the housewife must ed 24 to 0.
clutch
its
Mr. McCormiek's car slipped
It is very gratifying to the officials
pay $(i to fill a market basket that
House Bill No. 209, providing for a at Santo Domingo where it had gone
aw ...v...only cost $5 to fill in June 1911.
discovery shart on mining claims, was in advance of the rest of tne boosters i Know uiai umt is
in its insular posses- interest
Meats Have Almost Doubled.
the
with
to
return
ing
uMp
h..t
Holt.
on
of
motion
tabled
The biggest advances have been in
sions and that it can uepenu upon
House Joint Memorial No. S, asking ....rtv
anu
cent,
meat prices, beef twenty-siair. Snmn, young
Montezuma
hotel
At
the
per
federal
second
a
of
for the creation
the nwn 0f good education to enter its
of
car,
Times
the
gave
in
hog products forty per cent, and mutcharge
district in New Mexico was
01
ton over fifty per cent Dealers lay judicial
following interview to a representa- service and assist in the solution
24 to 0.
Mexican:
some of the problems which daily
the
New
the increase to last, year's hay crop, passed
of
tive
,
Laugliren introduced Senate Bill
We are organizing divisions of the confront it.
which was poor ana tne general high
a
trustees
board
of
for
providing
Ocean to Ocean Highway Association
cost of provender. Poor crops are al
Students and travelers in the Ori
so held responsible for dearer bread-- ! for the state library and the appointfollowing as closely as possible the ent in recent years have returned to
course mapped out at the Phoenix the 1'nited States with the report
stuffs. Economists differ as to the ment of a state librarian by them.
Holt suggested that all committees Good Roads convention last Septem- that the Kast is to be the center of
reasons for the general upward tendBraw-ley- ,
ency of all commodities during recent be ready to report on Monday all bills ber which takes in I.os Angeles,
the greatest governmental activities
anSpringervidle,
Clifton,
and
Globe,
have
to
desired
passed,
years which has been world-widthey
of the twentieth century and our poSannounced that it is the opinion of the Magdalena. Socorro, Albuquenjue,
sition in the Philippines has made it.
Fe and las Vegas.
Three Fires at Deming.
those on the ground to
majority of the members of the com ta "From
here we will go on to Chicago possible for
The barn belonging to the Desde-mon- mittee on rules that a steering com
an insight into these problems
get
the
will
Potter
Colonel
where
present
Clark estate at Deming was de- mittee be appointed.
and take a very active part in their
question of a great national highway
stroyed by fire which originated from
A meeting of the committee on Judi
solution insofar as the participation
convento the Republican national
some youngsters smoking cigarets in
was called for Monday evening tion. With the heli now pledged we by the 1'nited States government is
ciary
the place. The adjoining residence at 7:30 o'clock for a hearing on the
will concerned.
are certain that the convention
Fire de- state museum.
was somewhat
damaged.
a good roads plank u' r?e plat
The development of the American
adopt
of
Barraeks
store
the
building
stroyed
afternoon at form. Federal aid now seems assured. public school system in the Philip
to
Monday
Adjourned
and
of
a
carload
and
Brothers
hay,
"After leaving Chicigo we will de pines, mounted to meei iochi wmt
fire started in the Ruebusch barn two o'clock.
by way of St. Louts over tne ocean tjonSi i,;,g ,een a most remarkable
part
but was extinguished before the damto ocean .route for Xew York where a one during the past ten years, yet
SEVEN PERSONS WOUNDED
age was extensive.
WHEN POLICE CHARGE. great meeting of delegates from an the opportunity for further growth
sections of the country wTll take place. is very great.
The organization is
Mill
opera The western delegates hope to show still in its primitive period and these
Clinton, Massachusetts,
the eastern boosters the possibilities hundred young men who have just
tives Interfered With Women on
of the west.
Way to Work.
sailed from San Francisco to add
"I have already received 2.500 intheir training and experience to the
Mexican
car
enthusiasts
to
motor
New
from
quiries
(By Special Leased Wire
and Filinine thousand American
ask
Clinton, Mass., June :!. Seven per from all- sections of the country
on the ground
teachers
already
pino
sons ine uoine two women, neic ing about tne Desi route tram ocean
u
r
Ia.o
wounded in a fight here today between to ocean I have routed every one of
a
...a, ......
in
ve.y
result
"itl
It
Fe.
Santa
mill
Lancaster
thee people through
the police and striking
in the performance ol our ob- vance
at
mean
10,000
least
that
will
revolpersons
weavers. The police used their
HAVE SEEN
motor ligations in the I lulippines.
vers, while the strikers hurled sticks, wili pass through this city in
and stones at the officers. One strik
er was seriously injured, while three
were taken to a hospital.

make up for you a

j

fine uptodateSuit of
Clothes. Have a suit
made to your order
right here in the city

xcaucdc

Ber-nalil'-

The Materials we have to select from
ARE OF THE BEST, and we can
send you home

Looking Like a

" King

99
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THE CAPITAL TAILORS

tiwur

MEATS ALMOST DOUBLED
IN PRICE IN ONE YEAR
j

General Average Is Ten Per Cent
Higher, Beating All Records
Except in War Time.
( Gy Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
New York, N. Y., June 3. It costs
more to live in this, the month of
June, 1912, than ever before in the
history of the United States, except
toperhaps during war time. Prices
ten
per
on
are
the
average
nearly
day
cent higher than one year ago, according to trade authorities.
Record in Food Stuffs.
Food products are the highest on
record. Meat, eggs, butter, fish, potatoes, coffees, tea, sugar, salt, mo
lasses, rice, beans and peas average
Wheat,
iwenty-twper cent higher.
corn, oats, barley flour, etc., thirty-threFruits are
per cent higher.
the only things good to eat that have
grown cheaper during the last twelve
months, but they stiil are higher than
o

e

1910.

Are Cheaper.
leather products cost twelve per
cent and chemicals and drugs thirteen
per cent more than a year ago. Tex
Goods

-

cieai-imu-

clear-oraine- a

x

The Family Shoe

u

UNTIL YOU

THEgr
30 II. P. 4
36 II. P. 4

Cylinder,

5

CAR

Passenger Car,

5

$1,250
1,500

u

6

1,850

ALL FULLY EQUIPPED.

F. AUTOMOBILE & GARAGE CO., LAS VEGAS, N. M.
STATE AQENTS.

.

SUB-AGEN- TS

WANTED.

Canon Road in Poor Repair
report that the road up the
Santa Fe canon Is in a most deplorable state of repair. A large number
of the culverts are very dangerous
to horses, having great holes in which
the animals are liable to step.
Pick-nicke-

""'

II

1

creeping baby, we've
Footwear for every
requirement.

W

MEN'S SHOES

A,

HIGH OR LOW CUT,

BrightorDull Leathers and Tans, conservative models or
the hew high or receding toes.
A .shoe excellence
hard to duplicate at
the price at other
stores.

uitii-irim- i

$3.00, $3.50,

$4.00, $4.50
UNO

I

vi,

j

SHOES
HIGH OR LOW CUT

Somi folks go on clogging their systems and
drugging their brains day after day with tea
and cof feehalf sick most of the time. They
wonder what balks their plans and keeps
them down.
Suppose you stop tea and coffee

10

T

MOO-EL-

The new Hand
Boots and
Handsome Oxfords,
the
Ties, Pumps,

smart Colonials.Slip-pers- ,
etc., etc. Tans,

days and

try

Suedes.Velvets, Satins and choice White
Shoes in
and Canvas.
Nu-bu- ck

!

THE BEST SHOES FOR THE MONEY.

$2.00,

and learn what a difference it makes to body
in place of a
and brain to use a
food-dri-

$5.00

WOMEN'S

That Way?
j

From

the head of the household down to the

Ever Look At It

Strikers Interfered.

One man was wounded by a bullet
from a policeman's revolver in a fight
between officers and striking
mill weavers today. It is alleged
that a striker interfered with a woman on her way to work.
The woman's screams brought a po
liceman, but the officer was roughly
handled by a crowd and police wer3
hurried to the scene. The strikers
took up a position on the top of a
bom-- j
slope and from it. maintained a
m
ana
stones
bricks
with
bardment
which many of the officers were hurt.
Battle Royal.
up the hill
The officers charged
twice, but each time were driven back.
The police fired a volley into the air
but this did not appear to alarm the
strikers. Then the officers levelled
their weapons at the strmers aim
a
charged up the hill a third time,
few shots being fired on the way. One
shot wounded a weaver in the leg. The
disturbers were dispersed.

i''"'

every foot

in the family.

"

au

a Shoe
with

a just right
Shoe for

a

AUTOMOBILE

Store

WE'RE

No-19-

DO NOT BUY AN

H.

:

old-tim-

Socorro County,

48 H. P.

:

THE ONLY TAILORS

hs

handle this ore.

Textile

Senate Bill No. 1S8, fixing
terms of office for members

rhe Los Angeles Times ocean to
ocean highway car arrived in Santa Fe
at 5 o'clock Saturday evening escortLa
ed by five cars of this city from
Bajada hill. In the Times car were
Burt C. Smith, automobile editor of
the Los Angeles Times; Colonel Dell
io
M. Potter, organizer o! tne ucean
Ocean Highway Association for An- zona; John Zak, driver; Colonel 1).
K. B. Sellers, mayor of Albuquerque;
and W. H. Hahn, a businessman ot
the Duke City. The Albuquerque con- A'.- tingent joined the Times party at

CAPITAL TA

$2.50,
SPLENDID

$3.00,
NATURE-SHAP-

E

$3.50,

$4.00

and $4.50

SHOES FOR CHILDREN.

nk

drug-drin- k.

I
"There's a Reason"
Postutn Cereal Co., Ltd., Battle Creek, Mlcb.

Bjehn

I,
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SANTA

E NEW MEXICAN

The Switzerland of America.

THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY, PUBLISHERS.
SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.
Oldest Daily in the Southwest and Only Daily at State Capital.
NEW MEXICAN REVIEW.
Vanes Specialty of Mining, Political and Industrial News. Goes to Every
Post Office of State. $2.00 a Year.
EL NUEVO MEXICANO.
Larger Circulation Than Any Other Spanish Paper in United States. $2.50
a Year.
PAUL A. F. WALTER
Editor and President.
CHAS. M. STAUFFER,
Vice President and General Manager.
JOHN K. STAUFFER
Secretary-Treasure-

FIRST

-
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-

H'"w.r:'--)"xi.i-

j

v
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n

iam

it
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.utt.fc-- i

uitfic1

$3.50
Daily, six months, by mail
Daily, per week . by carrier. . ... . .25 Weekly, six trontht.
1.00
.11
uujuui, uy llirivi .
uauj, jjti
too
?. Iiniiv
.fir. Weekly, rer year....
rusr mntitTi hv mail
:5o for
2 Daily, per year, by mail....
,7.00 Weekly, per quarter.
rent and 45 rents per hour besides,
for a stream flowing 200 gallons' perl
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
minute. To those who imagine' that.
Tt 1a apnt in
ThA 7ioiw Movinon ia th ntrfosr npwsnanep in Taw' Mpirinn.
New Mexico agricultural development!
every postofflce in the State, and has a large and growing circulation has reached its limit, these figures
must seem astounding.
among the intelligent and progressire people of the Southwest

THE VALLEY PANCH,

VALLEY RANCH, N. M

.

FASHION IN WRITING PAPER;

i

especially well posted on Southwestern men and affairs.
The New Mexican will this summer take other steps to strengthen itself editorially.
While it has had
for years a statewide circulation and
influence, it will make a special effort to extend its circulation as well
as that of El N'uevo Mexicano which
Is read by more people than any
Other Spanish paper in the United
Iptates and that of the New Mexican Review, which goes to every post office
In New Mexico. Politically end officially, the New Mexican will continue
to publish the news first and authentically. Although Republican,
it is
giving the square deal to other parties and its columns have been open
free of charge to political announcements and communications
from
Democrats.
Prohibitionists and Socialists. .While staunch in its Republicanism, it is first of all the people's
paper. Editorially it maintains a
sturdy independence of bosses, factions or outside dictation without being hysterical, yellow or sacrificing
Republican principles to passing political fads. It believes that editorials should aim to provoke thought
and discussion rather than to impose
any man's or party's ideas as infallible.
The New Mexican has for years
made it its business to cover systematically the mining, industrial and
other news of New Mexico. Its files
give a complete, not a spasmodic,
record of every important transaction
or happening within the borders of
In that it difthe commonwealth.
fers from every other newspaper in
the WesL, It has the leased wire of
the Associated Press and many special features that will be improved
from time to time.
Quality rather
then quantity,
comprehensiveness
and at the same time conciseness,
completeness rather than sensational verboseness, have 'made the New
Mexican a s iccess.
The New Mexican is always at the
service of every good cause and that
without thought of pecuniary reward
While no Republior consequences.
can in New Mexican having at heart
the party's welfare and seeking to
keep up with events, should be without the New Mexican, or the Now
Mexican Review or El Nuevo Mexicano, these papers appeal especially
to the
businessman, the
miners, farmers and workers in
industry, irrespective of party.
They stand for the best interests of
New Mexico and have contributed
and still contribute, mightily to the
upbuilding of the commonwealth.
wide-awak- e

y

IT WOULD BE A MISTAKE.
The New Mexican does not believe
that Senator Fall will force his reelection at this time.
It is true that he has the majority
of the 73 votes of the legislature.
it is true that a settlement of the
IT. S. Senatorship
would be followed
by the undisputed control next January of both Houses by the Republis
cans and that by
majority.
It ig true that to Senator Fall himwould mean the
self, his
end of political worry for six years
and he could give his undivided attention to his public duties.
It is true his
at this
time would strengthen the Republican
organisation in its efforts to unito the
party in time for the November elec;
tion.
Yet, at this time, the legislative pro
gram is paramount, and anything that
would imperil its success should be
frowned upon.
To force the
of Senator
Fall when there is a resolution of the
House on record againsta senatorial
election at this time, would be political
folly. Under the rules it would take
s
vote to rescind that reso
lution, but as the House is its own
master, a bare majority might accom
plish it as no legislative body in the
last analysis, will tie its own hands
with a mere resolution or set of rules.
The majority always rules whenever'
it wants to rule. But Senator Fall cannot and does not have the majority of
the 49 votes in the House. The proposition of haviug all members of the
House who favor his
at
this time meet with the Senate and
in us cast tor mm 3 or more votes, a
two-third-

Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers, Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic
transfers of money to all parts of the civilized world on as
liberal terms as are given by. any
agency, public or private. Liberal advances made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank executes
all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and will extend
to them as liberal treatment in all directions as is consistent with sound banking.
OFFICERS.
money-transmitti-

I

EDITORIAL ACQUISITION.
William P. Brogan, one of the best
known journalists of the Southwest,
will on June 17 become a member of
the New Mexican's editorial staff.
With a newspaper experience beginning on the Kansas City Star, extending to &an Antonio, Texas, and
including the editorship of Albuuu- -

IBANK

NATIONAL

THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION
IN NEW MEXICO.

t

Entered as Second Class Matter at the Sante Fe Postofflce.
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Ad

Thoughts.

Long, Narrow Envelope in Which:
Folded Square Sheet Fits Is
the Mode at Present.

Advertising costs money, but
If it wasn't for the advertising
you wouldn't have he money.
The advertisements in a newspaper are more full of knowledge in respect to what is going
on In a state of community than
the editorial columns are.
Henry Ward Beecher.
Keep your windows clean.
rntense Impressions multiplied
that's what makes advertising
resultful.
Advertising may be considered
as half the article and half the
buyer. The man who knows but
one side is only half an adver-

The New Mexican has declared ere
this its pride at the high grade of
men elected to the bench in New Mex- jico at last November's election and
j therefore records
with much satisfac
tion the following editorial comment
of the ultra Democratic
Carrizozo
News on a Republican district judge:
'"We doff our hat to Judge Medler
and say that he has not only won our
good opinion but that of the county
at large. We make this public avowal
not only because we believe him entitled to it, but. because we, among
many others entertained entirely opposite views at the time of his election.'
We not only entertained those antag-- '
onistic views at that time, and felt
justified in expressing them, but since
he has made so remarkable a record
in this county during this term of
court, we wish to confess that we are
sorry we didn't make our apology
more emphatic. Judge Medler has
made good."

Practically all fashionable

writing-pape-

r

is accompanied by long and
narrow envelopes in which the folded
square sheet fits. Styles in dies
change with other fashions that govThe most
ern correct writing-papepopular monogram die today is circular in form, with the circle usually indicated by the shape of the letters.
Another popular die is diamond
shaped, and is placed in the middle of
a page at the top. Drop letters, too,
specially in script type, retain their
popularity, but are now made long,
.ry narrow, and more decorative,
with linked and interlaced letters.
Indeed, interlaced letters are the rule
In new dies, and the latest designs
looK like Egyptian hieroglyphics rather than any letters known to this
continent and century. Harper's
r.

tiser.

Inject genuine energy and enthusiasm into your everyday business life.
It makes
little, difference
whether others believe In us or
not, but H makes all the difference in the world whether or not
we believe in ourselves.
The way to Improve business
Is to hustle for more.,
You often hear the expression,
"These goods sell themselves."
I have never
yet seen the lines
that sold themselves. It's either
the hard work on the part of the
salesman or good work on the
part of the advertising man.
Edward E. Fowler.

BIBS ARE PRETTILY

SHAPED

R.

J.

J.

President.

PALEN,

L. A. HUGHES,

B. READ.

Cashier.

F. Mck'ANE,

t.

ng

Assistant Cashier.
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PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

How About That Fire Insurance?
IS YOUR PROPERTY

FILLY PROTECTED ? '

Accepted Form Has Been Proved to
-I
Be Capable of Many Dainty
Not only upon road building but also
Transformations.
upon bridges have taxpayers of New
Mexico thuown away thousands of do!-- '
MOULTON-ESP- E
Fashion does not admit of much latilars. The high water in the Rio Gran-- ;
of a bib, but it is the
in
form
tude
the
de the past few weeks, for instance,!
fancy now to vary the accepted form
GENERAL AGENTS.
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has damaged and washed away bridges
as much as possible, making triangular
all the way from Taos county to Dona
as new
pointed-shapeend
and
ends,
Ana county. On lesser streams too,
an outline as possible. One triangular
one bridge after another has gone out.;
is prettily finished with three
Of late years, however, new bridge. START IN HOME NEWSPAPERS style
rows of narrow lace. The fine top
plans have been submitted to the state
piece is sewed to its thick lining beengineer and as a consequence, the Merchant Should First Make Himself neath the second row of lace. Ei'en
new bridges are substantial structures
Known in His Own Community,
rubber bibs have become attractive,
that will withstand the sudden floods
Declares W. C. Freeman.
and are thin and soft to the touch,
that make New Mexico streams so
AND
with a finish on the outer side like a
erratic. Bridge building as well as
By WILLIAM C. FREEMAN.
fine weave of figured nainsook. It is
road making, should be entirely under
Occasionally one runs across a customary to baste these thin rubber
state supervision.
business house that has succeeded bibs beneath
fancy ones of thin, mawithout advertising., but It Is the ex- it is an open question
although
terial,
Sana Fe, New Mexice. Niw Inder the Same Managernen
The Artesia Advocate asks the leg-- ! caption that proves
rate. Where Vhether rubber is a
thing to lay
islature to abolish the occupation tax til ere is ose sncctss achieved without ver a habvls chest good
.Haroer "a" Bazar. The
only GOOD HOTELS in the Capital City of New Mexico. Rooms
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j
en
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suit with private
might stick at Washington, but it is a just one. The businessmen not only
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Idea
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which the Republicans
have
and school taxes, they not only must Nst known are those who have paid
of the Mode.
vote in each House, and in a maintain all public movements
and fur publicity to become known paid
case like the present,' where Senator contribute to every public and charit- - or Jt in some forjji.
j
Black and white costumes, it. seema.
Fall will be stronger in the legisla- able cause, but to cap the climax, they
A friend visiting , my house the
ture next January than he is now. It must also pay extra licenses and oc-- other night said that he believed that have been revived, though probably
may be excusable in cases where one cupation taxes as a penalty for their a good advertisement is effective any few have ever been able to discover
House is dominated by another party enterprise, while thousands of able- - where, at any tima and at any place, that they were in need of any such
and where a deadlock would be un- bodied men escape any and every kind
"Why, you can paint a shingle," process. A smart new version of the
broken unless an election is forced in of contribution to the public treasury. a'd he, "with tn nam of a good mode may be seen ln a suit consisting
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that manner, but the people in this It is certainly an uneven and unjust fl
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would consider a violation of the
linen,
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square deal and of the letter of the
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"The
Tasmanlan summers
much cooler than those of Australia
and therefore the is'and is visited by
thousands of tourists from the mainland cities who contribute largely to
the island's prosperity." Thus says
a consular report to the Btate department. Cool summers are an asset of
which Tasmania
takes advantage.
Santa Fe should also profit by its
cool summer climate but it is not advertising that one feature as extensiveand
ly
persistently it should.
a
maximum
the
Many
year,
temperature in Santa Fe does
not reach the ninety mark and
it never has reached 100, or even the
98 mark, in the forty years that the
Vnited States Weather Bureau has
kept records. But even when the
summer heat in the afternoon reaches
eighty in the shade, the dryness of
the atmosphere, the constantly moving zephyrs and the cool nights during which the temperature never
fai's to drop below the seventies anil
sixties make Santa Fe cooler than
cities far to the north or on the
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Roosevelt having assured himself in
his own mind that he will be nominated and elected to the presidency,, is
already much interested .in the pending billi to make the presidential term
six years.
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In an oratorical contest at Alamo-ordo- ,
in which pupils of the state
school for the blind competed with pupils of other schools three of four medals oflered were won by the blind contestants, one of whom a Pueblo Indian, three years ago understood
iie'ther Spanish nor English. If these
children handicapped as they are can
pchieve these triumphs, what excuse
Is there for men and women endowed
with all faculties and good health to
despair of achieving usefulness and
success in tjielr sphere of endeavor.
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gate to the Republican national conpiurm in ii in iu minnam i
vention, is a visitor in the capital and
PERSONAL MENTION
a guest at the Palace.
A. B. McGaifey, president
of the
INSanta Barbara Pole aud Tie Company,
arrived in the capita from his home
THE OLD STORY.
n Albuquerque
(From Judge.)
yesterday afternoon
and is a guest at the Palace.
Shoes are on the chiffonier.
We Carry the BEST assortment of Clothing and
Trousers on the floor.
Judge T. D. Lieb, of Raton, whose
of
Shirts upon the chandelier,
seat on the district bench is contested
Furnishing in the City and make a Speciality on
wife is at the shore.
by Reed Holloman of Tucumcari, arMADE TO ORDER SKIRTS and SUITS,
rived in the city Saturday afternoon
' V. H. Austin is
up from El Paso.
and registered at the Montezuma.
and a guarantee goes with every Garment.
Attorney M. C. tie Baca is. .in. troru
Mi's.
left Friday
125 Palace Ave.
La's Vegas.
evening for Clovis. where she oxneet- Colonel William. Hv, Merger of tbe ed to visit'her husband for
several
Beleh Tribune, is in the capital.
days. Mr. Earnest came uu as far the blue jackets of both fleets manned
a
George Beringer,
newspaperman as Dalhart to meet her. Clayton Cit- the rails. The Germans cheered. Ti e
6f Raton, is a visitor in the Capital. izen.
Mayflower then took up a position
,
K. W. Dobson, the attorney of
T!;e Misses Rosa Murphy, Grace near the Moltke and President Tat't
buquerque, is a visitor in the city and Reynolds and Pauline Bemis
of Ala- - wont a board to welcome the German
a guest at the Montezuma.
moEordo. are visitors in the
mini admiral.
Mrs. Man Hurt spent the past
I
Kollowing these formalities officers
X X X
with her daughter, Mrs. George are enrout for Las Vegas to attend the
summer session a tthe New Mexico 'of tlle fIee,s were talie:l aboard tho
H. Van Stone at Estancia.
tor
.uanower
lunch with the PresiNormal University.
County Commissioners Jose Ortiz y
dent.
Pino of Galisteo, and Esquipula Jiron
Archbishop Pitava! celebrated mass
on
at Estancia on Saturday
of Pcjoaque, are in the capital.
afternoon. PANAMA CANAL
R. T. Mansker of Clayton, Union He confirmed a class of children.
EXTRAVAGANCES.
county, arrived in the city last even- Deputy Clerk Acasio Gallegos of the
Made
Senate has gone to Estancia to take
ing and is stopping at the Palace
from
(Continued
Page
one)
FOR
SUMMER
WEAR. ABSOLUTELY THE FINEST LINE
J. S. Black, editor of the Albuquer- - the position of deputy county clerk.
!
IN THE CITY AT THE LOWEST PRICES.
que Herald, arrived in Santa Fe Satur- Attorney H. M. Dougherty
went bought by brib-wand corruption has
day afternoon and registered at the up to
last Saturday not been proved.
Did You See That GOWN in the Window ?
Dillingham
Palace.
to meet his daughter Miss Marjorie, chairman, will lead the defense
and
H. S. Prichard, H. G. Calkins and who was
home
from
a
Is There Another in
the contention that the Senate
returning
WE HAVE THE GOODS !
theCity Like It ?
J. C. Kircher, of the forest service, are year's attendance at Loretto Acad- support
navmg once exonerated him, cannot
visitors in the city and guests at the emy in Santa Fe. Socorro Chieftain. try
him again on practically the same
Palace.
Senator Lea of Tennessee
Mrs. Charles A. Spiess entertained charges.
Committeeman
Solomon
National;
and Senator Kenyon of Iowa, are exdinner
at
in
honor
of
Mrs.
yesterday
Luna loaves tomorrow for Chicago to
pected to speak against Mr. Lorimer
remain until after the national con-- j W. C. .McDonald and Mrs. Alvan N. and
many will speak lor him. Senator
White of S?nta Fe. Besides the tvo
vention.
'
Lorimer
to speak in his own
John Morrow, the Raton attorney guests of honor Mrs. W. R. Gortner, behalf. expects
aud Democratic leader, arrived in the Miss Sergeant of Chicago, and Mrs.
Senator Lorimer Will Fight.
city Saturday afternoon and is at the Frank H. H. Roberts were present.
benator Lorimer arrived from Chica-Las Vegas Optic.
Montezuma.
He declined to answer directly
go.
Judge Jesse Norlhcutt, attorney at
The San Juan county teachers who' when asked if he had
any intention ofj
Trinidad, arrived in Santa Fe Satur- - are to attend the two months' summer
and when asked about the
resigning,
is
afternoon
a
and
at
the session at the New Mexico Normal reported poll of the
day
guest
Senate, which is
Montezuma.
University arrived in Santa Fe Satur- said to be against him, replied he
J. P. Mitchell and son. Creorge, of
day and were the guests of Mr. and knew nothing of it. The Senator de- Springer, Colfax county, are in Santa Mrs. Frank Staplin. Today
they are t lined to discuss his plans further than
Fe as witnesses in a land case before
r
visiting th legislature and will leave to say he expected to speak in his
the federal court.
Las Vegas tonight. In the party tense.
Miss Dorothy Bowman of Santa
ABSOLUTELY THE LATEST AND IT IS A BEAUTY.
Mc-- j
is the following Mrs. Katherine
Fe is a guest in the home of her
Masters. Aztec; Miss Nina White, Az-- j
BACA BOND BILL IS LAW.
grandmother, Mrs. Phoebe Howell.
tec: C. W. Jordon, Farmingron; Miss
Socorro Chieftain.
Bulah Wright,
(Continued Irom page one.)
Farmington; Miss
M.
mem-H.
' Ieiia
Dougherty, attorney and
.
Ricketts, Farmington.
her of the constitutional, convention
CVonei J. T. Willson, commandant' 01 ainage districts,
arrived in the city Saturday and is a
M. c- de Baca moved to strike out
of the New Mexico .Military Institute,
guest at the Palace.
Aldo Leopold, assistant district for- at Roswell, is in the capital from Ros - 'section 24, giving the power of emiTHE AKERS-WAGNE- R
CO.
nent domain. Burg defended the secester with headquarters at Tres Pie-- , well.
tion
calland
Manzanares
vigorously
dras, arrived in the city Saturday and
GERMAN SHIPS MADE WELCOME. ed attention to the fact that section 12
is at the Montezuma.
provides for damages to be paid prop- E. H. Sweet, deputy county cierk of
erty owners. Blanchard seconded the j
Socorro county, arrived in the city,
Continues irom rag One.
amendment.
...
Catron called attention
from his home in Socorro last evening
and "Is at the Palace.
down the roads. The first streaks of to what he considered defects in the
FIRE
INSURANCE
FIRE
S. B. Davis, Jr., United States
disclosed them gliding down to Din, especial. y giving private rontracney, arrived in the city from his home the Virginia capes to meet the visi - tors ,ne right to remove public or pri
m
.Vegas last evening and is reg- .tors. Things have been in a great vate bridges and to enter on private
istered at the Palace.
bustle aboard both squadrons for the property. Rogers opposed the amendAlbert B. Kali, United States Sena-ii,ithree Hav making ready for the ment. The amendment was defeated
4
tor, Mrs. Fall and Miss Jouett Fall are reception. The red rust and sait of a IS to 21.
guests at the Palace. They arrived
voyage.. have been rein the- city yesterday afternoon.
moved from the German fighters by
W. D. Murray, the banker and mema coat of grey paint.
Decks have
ber of the constitutional convention, been
holystoned and swabbed, glisarrived in the city from his home in
Closing Quotations.
Silver City yesterday and is at the tening as the sun broke through
couds than had threatened a dork
New York, N. Y., June
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Safe Quality.
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Printing Company has both, and at
the same time expert mechanics.
Fred Fornoff, City.
-- TO
Your orders are always assured perMiss Pauline Bemis, Alamogordo.
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Meloche, Raton. sonal attention.
Chicago,
Louis,
Edith Wildeman, Raton.
A. X. White and family. City.
New Mexican
ads always
C. H. Xarstudals, Guthrie, Okla.
brings res"'t
New York,
Colo.
N. A. Lordeman, St. Louis.
Thomas Cordell, Springfield, 111.
Al Mathew, Albuquerque.
N. C. Ortiz, Albuquerque.
Reduced Ratesjto Many Other Eastern Points.
CENTENNIAL

01,

Louis Rocky Ml. Ii

Pacific

Railway
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CHICAGO'S

A LASTING CURE

Company,
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TO
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Stations East and West

-

.

FROM

e

Stations on the Denver & Rio Grande
EFFECT

June 1st to September 30th
Return Limit, October 31st.
Liberal Stopovers.

8

direct-decline-

For information as to rates, reservations
or
or write to any
etc.,
W.
Santa
Shea,

'or

d

Hotel Arrivals.

d

plat-rally-

c

work-highe-

1

New MexLo Military

c

Institute

c

c

2

2

2

DR.

J. M. DIAZ,

L. F. MURRAY,

D.,

SUMMER

TOURIST
RATES
EAST

SANTA FE, N. M.,

$50.35

$76.35

St.
$44.35

St. Paul,
$50.25

Denver,

Springs,

$21.10

$18.15

Buffalo,

$69.35

Wtt

Pueblo,

$16.85

Dates of Sale Commencing June 1st and on Sale Daily until
September 30th, 1912. Return limit, October 31. Except
to points east of Chicago and St. Louis, the limit
is 60 days from date of sale.

Coronado.

Esquipula Giron, Pojoaque.
G. Garcia, Glorieta.
Alfredo Gonzales, Lincoln.

For further particulars, time tables and literature call on or address
any Santa Fe Agent.

H. S. LUTZ, Agent,
Subscribe for the Santa Fe
the paper 'hat boosts
of the time and works for the
building rf our new State.

GEORGE LIDDLE AND
CAROLINE HOLMES MARRIED.

SANTA FE, N. M.
New

Are You a Seller? An advertiseal! ment in the classlfled columns of the
New Mexican will put your real esuptate on the market effectively. It will
put the facts of your property before
Alt legal blanks prepared according the eyes of all possible buyers.
to the Statutes of New Mexico, new
New Mexican warn aas always
form, for sa'e by the N-- j
Mexican Printing Company.
brings results.
Mexican,

fate

p

FLYATAfiS

ARRIVAL

AT LAS VEGAS.

AyH

George Llddle and Carolina Holmes,
both residents of this city were married this morning by the Rev. Monsig-no- r
Antonio Fourchegu at the Cathedral. A reception, for which invitations have been issued, will be given
at g o'clock tonight at the home of
the bride's parents on Hillside avenue. Both the bride and bridegroom
ere well and favorably known here.
Mr. Liddle is an employe of the Santa Fe Electric Laundry.

'Jt&Uql WXEDRA I lull,
SISTERS OF LORETTO

Ljj

SANTA FE, N. M.,

June

11th

ONE AND

to 15th, 1912.

ONE-FIFT- H

FARE

ALL POINTS INAEW MEXICO

To Santa Fe and Return
DATES OF SALE,
June 10th, 11th and 12th. Return

LimitJune

17th, 1912.

U.S. LUTZ, Aft., SANTA FE.N.M.

MONDAY,

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN. SANTA FE. N.

JUNE 3, 1912.

COUNTRY FACES GREAT CRISIS.
From

(Continued
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STATE TREASURER'S QUARTERLY STATEMENT.

Page One.)

Covering the Sicond Quarter of the 63d Fiscal Year,

have increased enormously. Consumers of food are increasing out of all
proportion to producers and there is a
conlike increase in their average
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Oracle. (subject to the approval of the board)
and
thta
wadding
on
Dr. Gibson's were found today
16,589 87
First National Bank of Raton
together with their bid. All bids will
tvL
llttle garment might be embroidered
MAGGIE L. FRIDAY. Recorder.
11,060 75
First National Bank of Roswell
be opened on the first day of July, A.
would
and
the
round
or
edge
scalloped
and
1,792 21
National Bankof Commerc" of New York
railing
1912, at 2 o'clock p. m. The board
D.,
and
ent
for
tab'
11.059 61
Citizens National Bank of Roswell
knife slashed in the clothing indicate Pw
riME TABLE ALL
reserves the right to reject any and
one.
correct.
useful
and
to
statement
the
be
41
true
I
of
11.060
National
First
Bank
foregoing
certify
Clayton
his
death
and
to
that he was stabbed
11,059 84
The wrapper should be "ge enough
First National Bankof Carlsbad
LOCAL TRAINS all bids.
body thrown into the river. The river
JOSE ORTIZ Y PINO,
of Silver City
11,059 48
Silver
Bank
National
on easily for not M8
O. N. Marron.
City
to
P
is being dragged. Dr. Gibson arrived
Chairman.
3.341 54
Taos County Bank of Taos, N. M
Attest:
forced
to
more
than
nerves
Treasurer.
State
table
The following are the time
here yesterday with his wife and two fold's
540 52
New Mexico Savings Bank & Trust Co. of Alb .
M. A. ORTIZ. Clerk.
13,824 30 of the local railroads:
small children and registered at a ho-State National Bank of Albuquerque
Santa Fe, N, M., June, 1st, 1912.
it to
May 31st, 1912.
11.058 73
"A. T. & S. F. Ry."
First National Bankof Tucumcaii
tel. He left the hotel about 9 o'clock wrap
70
5,528
of
N.
M.
National
Raton
of
Bank
was
Leave
last night, telling his wife that he
You cannot get up to date printing
11.059 05
enough to envelop the itt le
American National Bank of Silver City
8:10 a. m., to connect w.th No. o unless you have
going to visit some old friends in
material
18 tne obJec
8.290 do
mth
Portales
of
National
Bank
First
eastbound.
Pineville, across the Red river from '"
5.528 97 westbound and No. 10
and faculties. The New Mexican
First National Bauk of Farmiugton
cureiu
12:10
at
Fe
Alexandria. That was the last seen of
Santa
5.529 08
Returning, arrive
Union County Trust and Savings Ass'n Clayton
Printing Company hes both, and al
him.
11.060 76 p. m.
First National Bank of Santa Rosa
the same time expert mechanics. Ycur
5.529 30
First National Bank of Las Cruces
Leave Santa Fe at 3:30 p. m. to orders are always assuTed personal at(1,035 39 connect with No. 1 westbound and No.
National Bank of Carlsbad
tention.
03
5,525
Bank of Springer of dprlnger
5.528 90 i eastbound.
Detning National Bank of Deming
Ret iming arrive at Santa Fe 6 p. m.
3.2(i(l O
Subscribe for the Santa Fe New
Torrance County Loan
Leave Santa Fe at 6:20 p. m. to con- Mexican, the paper that boosts all of
7,035 26
Montezuma Trust Co. of Albuquerque
5.529 33 nect with No. 7 westboun
and No. 4 the time and works for the upbuildFirst National Bank of Lordsburg
4.423 57 eastbound
First National Bauk of Alamogordo
ing of our new State.
5.525 85
Lakewood National Bank of Lakewood
I
I
B1
Returning arrive Santa Fe at 8:35
5,5o6 90
First National Bank of Melrose
Now Mexican Want Ads Trinp
5.53s 86 p. m.
Clovis National Bank of Clovis
5.528 93
Leave Santa Fe at S:50 p. m. to con res'iltg every time.
Rank of Detning of Doming
5.528 98 nect with No. 8 eastbound and No. 9
First National Bank of Lake Arthur
3.870 84
First Na ional Hank of Elida
westbound.
81
11.059
United States Bank and Trust Co. of Santa Fe .
Returning, arrive at Santa F?, 11:30
32
5.529
ANNUAL
The Bank of Masjdalenaof Magdalena
m.
p.
85
4.147
of
Hillsboro
Sierra County Bank
CONVENTION
cut-of- t
Belen
the
24
Olrt
11
for
of
Roswell
Bank
National
American
Passengers
13.825 18 and Pecos Valley points shouil now
First State Bank it Trust Co., of Roswell
CHRISTIAN CHURCH,
The Capital Cliy Hank of Santa Fe
2,765 5o leave at 3:30 p. m. Instead of ? 20 as
WEST TEXAS,
5,528 85
The Exchange Bank of Carrlzozo
Connection leaves Albu
heretofore.
72,076 23
First Nat Bk. of Las V., U.S. land sales 5 p. c.Prc
23,293 48 querque at 7:55 p. m. instead of 2:2(
First Nat. Bk. of Tucuin. U. S. L. salesn p. c. Pro
15.083 78 a. m.
IstSt. Bk. & T Co., of Roswell U. S. L.5 p. c. Pro
5.534 08
The Portales Bank and Trust Co
2,065 11
State National Bank of Albuquerque
D, & R. G. Ry.
304 23
U. S. Bank and Trust Co.. of Santa Fe
Leaves 10:05 a. m. for north.
95
5.510
First National Hank of Helen
Round Trip from
Fe
Arrive 4:20 p. m. from north
5,501 83
First National Bank of Hope
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EL PASO, TEXAS.

$17.90

Santa

v

Funds not available

I

RELICS OF CORONADO'S MARCH FOUND AT POST CITY, TEXAS.

Total.

It will not pay you to waste your
tiem writing out your legal form
when you can get them already pHnt
ed at the New Mexican Printing
Company.

I

I

$ 506,254 54

NEW MEXICO CE 4TRAL RY
Leave 12:45 p. za., connects with
No. 4 east and 1 south and west.
Arrive 4:15 p. m. with connections
from No. 3 east.

It will not pay you to waste your
The New Mexican
noting Conv
All legal blanks are prepared acpany la always prepared to turn out time writing cut your legal forms
to the Statutes of New Mexcan
when
them
and
printcording
work,
already
you
quickget
your brief
transcript
Jy. and at the right price. Qive us ed at the New Mexican Printing ico, new State form, for sale by the
New Mexican Printing Company.
a trial
Company.

DATES OF SALE,

June 3rd to 7th.
Return Limit,

June

Mth,

1912

SANTA FE ALL THE WAY

H. S. LUTZ, AGENT,
: : New Mexico

Santa Fe,

PAGE EIGHT

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE. N.
Why are athletes

the

M.

MONDAY,

JUNE 3, 1912.

meat man's

them well provided for should he be CHICAGO TO BE CAMPING GROUND j
CHESTER S PILLS
to a better land. Hall & Hall
called
(HE DAILY 801D DP.
(Continued from page one.)
are in the insurance business.
IaJltftl Ask your Irtiirjf 1st for
uiK'nw.H'rian.i
rand,
ills in lied
tiold ii.t., ih,a
History Now on Sale B. M. Read's
iHixes, seaM vith Bhie Ribbon.
Illustrated History of New Mexico, Nebraska, that he would be seated in
iniiO no other. Jtuy or jour
toruanUt. Askfort'HM
just from press,' is now for sale and place of Victor Rosewater, the present
llAMUNf IU: M FILL, fox 25
WEATHER FORECAST.
years known as Best, Safest, Atwiys Reliat.l
from Nebraska, conbe oirdered directly from the au- committeeman,
may
Denver, Colo., Jine 3. New X
SOLD
BY BRIIfiGISTS EVERYWHERE
thor, or through the New Mexican tinued to be the main topic of conMexico, tonight and Tuesday
versation.
Cecil
comnational
Printing Company.
Lyon,
fair; not much change in teni- Is Coming The
Johnson
"Big mitteeman from Texas, arrived with tional committeeman from Louisiana,
X Smoke" will box with
perature.
three of his the claim of the Texas Roosevelt del- and a strong Roosevelt worker, said
the contests, if carried beyond the
sparring partners here next Thursday egates for seats in the convention and national
committee, would come beexThe
Elks
the
at
Theatre.
asserted
that the nationconfidently
evening
fore
a
credentials
Scalecide for the San Jose scale hibition will be the same as given by al committee would
committee, in which
uphold his con- at
can be obtained at Goebels.
least twelve more men would be
the heavyweight champion while tour- tention.
Roosevelt supporters.
It doesn't matter how big your foot ing high class vaudeville circuits.
Will Not Change National Committee
Would Take Fight to Convention.
is or how small, John Pflueger can
of
more
few
Mr.
remarka
MeHark
a
those
and other Roosevelt
Only
The Roosevelt leaders intend to
ble values in tailored suits and coats leaders said they were taking no part
give you a shoe to fit it. Try him.
All Boxes of tne Santa Fe Electrlt
left one of them may fit you. The in the Howell controversy and mem- carry the fight into the convention
Because they are such great hands
Laundry brought Into the office will W. H. Goebel Co.
bers of the National committee, allied and before the credentials committee,
for meets!
if there is anything that they consider
be redeemed at 10c doz.
of
Board
with the Taft forces, intimated the
Special Meeting Woman's
- Made to Order Skirts and suits is Trade
Tomorrow afternoon at 2:30 claim of the Nebraskan would be "flagrant or unfair" in the actions of
this national committee on the oases.
fGerde's Specialty, but he also has a o'clock, a
meeting of the Wom- quickly settled when it was fonna-lMeats to Roast,Meats to Fry ! large assortment of everything else in an's Boardspecial
of Trade takes place. All presented.
They took the view that
the way of ladies' and gentlemen's members are urged to attend as busi- as the national committee is not orX FAREWELL SMOKER TO
ness
be
transacted.
of
is
to
clothing.
importance
ganized by statue the election of a
Fair Weather Continues Yester- committeeman by state primary or by X DEMOCRATIC LEGISLATORS. X
Niagara Silk Gloves, new line, staple
At the regular monthly meet- - X
colers,-llong and.short, J ist received' day's maximum temperature was 7!) other means wou!d not necessitate the X
X ing of the Santa Fe
Always
X
Satur''Townsend'
74
Saturday
degrees.
degrees,
aside of the precedents and X Democratic club which county X
will be
L Card of "Thanks The members of day's minimum was 40 degrees and setting the
before
the
change
X held tomorrow, Tuesday
! the local
membership
night,' X
lodge of Elks wish to than!: last night's 53 degrees. Fair weather
completion of the convention.
X at Delgado hall,
'
a farewell X
those ladies and friends who helped is predicted for tomorrow.
General Roosevelt Committee.
X smoker will be given to the X
MeatstoBoil! Meats to Stew! to make the carnival at the Armory so Use a Cold Cream which Imparts a Alexander
H. Revell, head of the Il- X Democratic members of the leg- - X
'
Rose
Zook's
to
Use
skin.
the
softness
a
success.
great
linois Roosevelt league, arrived from X islature. Invitations have been X
Cease Your Searcn for delightful Cold Cream.
The Best Meats Should Always
the Oyster Bay conference.
He said X sent to every Democratic mem- Go
Home
Dona Ana County Boosters
candies. Go straight to Zook's and
The Dona Ana county boosters will the general Roosevelt committee was X ber of the House and Senate tn
be glad. Fresh today.
you'll
to watch the progress of af- X be present with the local club X
BE THE MEATS FOR YOU ! Good Roads Article State
Engineer leave for home this afternoon, tired appointed declined
to discuss the tem- X on this occasion, and barrine
fairs
end
satisfied
for
but
and
push
a
they
D.
have
Miller will
happy
Charles
finely
which had been X a night session of the legisla- porary
five
two
You'll Always Find Them Here!
Houses
chairmanship
ed
the
good
through
illustrated article on good roads in
V
to
EHhu Root, by X ture many of them will accent
Senator
measure
a
bills
and
preferred
boundary
Xew Mexico in the September number roads
on arrangements. X A program of interest has been X
the
ond that since Friday evening.
of the American Motorist.
"The great thing which we are X arranged, and members of the
For Wind, tan or suntiurn try an apWarm Weather Is coming. Cooklne
HaZook's
Witch
of
Benzoin,
for," said Mr. Revell, "is the X club are looking forward to an X
coal.
working
plication
by electricity is cheaper than
Almond
Cream.
zel
nomination
of Theodore Roosevelt. X enjoyable evening.
and
Sparks can prove it. See him.
The
A.
M.
proC.
Y.
We shall stick to that great, idea and XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
Quartette
The way for a man to show his love
'
for his wife and children is to leave gram to be given this evening at the pay little attention to
Phona 92,
WANTED Three furnished rooms
B.
Elks' theatre by the Agricultural Col
announced
that
Joseph
Kealing
for light housekeeping with electric
such
is
of
A.
M.
Y.
C.
inwould
the Taft headquarters staff
quartette,
lege
L. B. 224 Manhattan
a character as to merit a full house. elude William Barnes, Jr., of New lights and bath.
Avenue.
The pianist is a marvel, the quartette York. Newa!l Sanders of Tennessee;
sing jolly college songs and the chalk Senator Murray Crane, of Massachu-etts- ;
You will never go wrong in letting
talk is a scream.
Senator Penrose of PennsylvSanta Fe White Sox Beat Lamy ania; Former Senator Hemingway, of your job printing oome t8 the New
Twice The Santa Fe White Sox base- Iniana; J. T. Adams, of Iowa; G. J. Mexican Printing Company. Its facilities ar unequaled in the State.
ball team formerly known as the "Out- Diekema, of Michigan,
laws" yesterday went down to Lamy j Charles D. Hilles, secretary to the
and defeated the Lamy team in a
PROPRIETARY MEDICINES. president is expected, although the
double header. The first game was time of his arrival is not known.
are usually the result of the wholewon by the score of 8 to 4, and the secMr. Revell said there was no talk sale preparation of some mothers- reond, which went six innings by 3 to 1. of a
which
separate convention; that Colo- - cipe or doctors prescription
The batteries for Santa Fe were in
Roosevelt expected the national has been found especially successful
j nel
the first game: Garcia and J. Ortiz; committee to be fair in its treatment. in relieving the ailments for which it
second game, Marez and Baca. The He- is prepared, and which has stood1 the
said no arrangements whatever
Cerrillos Browns will play .he White
test of time.
had
been
made
for
at
the
personal
Sox in Santa Fe next Sunday.
Such is Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegeof
tendance
Co'onel.
the
WIL
table Compound, originally prepared
Elegantly Furnished Rooms for Rent
vouTn EST QUAL1T and PRICE
The defeat of the majority of the from
Rooms elegantly furnished and hav
roots and herbs for female ills
ing all modern conveniences, includ- Roosevelt contests, when presented by Lydia E. Pinkham of Lynn, Mass.
national
not
would
tc
committee
the
For nearly forty years it has proven a
ing electric light, steam heat and
baths, in the First National Bank end the fight, for the seating of these great benefactor to the women of
SANTA FE HARDWARE AND SUPPLY COMPANY
contesting delegations, according to America in relieving female diseases
jbiilding. Apply to F. M. Jones,
national of every nature. Its wonderful
A First Class Car The Everitt car Roosevelt members of the
in which Mrs. McDonald and Superin-Itenden- t committee now here. Pearl Wight, na- proves its merit.
of Public Instruction and
Mrs. White were brought home from
Las Vegas by H. T. Herring and L-- R.
Faville, is a first class car,, artistic in
outline and efficient on the road. The
car is sold by H. F. AutomobilfM-auGarage Company at Las Vegas, which
may locate a branch at Santa ' Fe.
Messrs. Herring and Faville, who demLocated One Block East from Old San Mijruel Church.
onstrated the car here yesterday, left
today for Carrizozo in the car taking
Phone Black 12.
R. V. BOYLE, Mgr.
with them Editor John A. Haley, editor
of the Carrizozo News and a
Down Town Stand in Butt Bros.'
Store.
friends?

The Home of Quality Groceries

1
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Going Picnicking?

A POOR PICNIC

Picnic Would Be

.-

Without a Good Picnic Dinner!

SXXXSXXXXXX

The Best Meats

n

j

The Meats to Buy

WE ARE HEADQUARTERS FOR

Appetizing Picnic Delicacies
AND EVERYTHING

THERE IS

35c.
Phone 4.
ft

BUTTER!

NOW AT

F. ANDREWS

I

Plaza Market Co,

THAT'S GOOD TO EAT!
BUTTER!

lIKri-TEl-

XXXXXXXX,

WHAT
A

FT

35c.

i

j

Phone 4.

-

i

S . SPITZ

fey

OUR STOCK OF TOOLS

THE JEWELER.
HEADQUATERS
HIGH-GRAD-

HAVE YOUH WATCH
CLEANED OCCASIONALLY
WATCH v.:i run without
oil or ckar.'rr- - longer than
any other r.ec; of machin
ery but it needs both occasion

A

,

ally.
If you will consider that the rim of
'.he balance wheel travels over fifteen
miles a day, you will not grudge your
watch a specie or cu and a cleaning
hice a year. It will increase the
H e and
accuracy of vour watch.
u Lt&ve your watch with us

FOR

E

i

Watches
and

AT THE CLARENDON GARDEN

Clocks.
" Time Pieces That Are
Reliable."

I

well-know- n

ma

THE

really get on to the way we
good

clothes

Drug

Democratic leader.

THE YOUNG MEN of this

are handling this

suc-Ice-

;

.

y.

WHEN

i

SUITS are

all-wo- o!

quality and

tailoring back of them that

makes the style stay stylish, and that's one

matter,

thing young men want.

there'll be " nothing to it." We'll have them

What's the good of

style if it doesn't last ? See the

all here for our

NEW NORFOLKS, THE SHAPE MAKER,

HART SCHAFFNER & MARX

THE

FINE SUITS,

12 VARSITY,

THE NEW ENGLISH MODELS.
because the young men's stuff we've got is
all right

it's got the style.

Suits322.50andUD
Copyright Hut

Home

of Hart; Schaffner

&

Marx Clothes.

tc Mux

NATHAN SALHON

